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INTRODUCTION

Within the last few years, the networking scene has evolved
rapidly.
This evolution is marked by many generations of
networking topologies. c. Piney distinguishes three generations,
each of which being characterized by offloading a part of the
communication processing into a new concept [PINEY86].
In the
first generation, the driving of all devices connected to a
computer is trusted to intelligent controllers to relieve the
central processor. The second generation is characterized by the
separation of network control functions such as routing, flow
control and aàdressing from those of general computing. This led
to the concept of an autonomous conununication subnetwork to which
the host computers are connected. The communication subnetwork
is composed of node computers connected in a mesh-type fashion.
The wish to interconnect many networks was met by using pointto-point links. But this solution combines the problems of
address resplution and routing between networks.
The third
generation solves these problems by using an
intermediate
(hackbone) network between interconnected networks.

Since the beginning of networking, many manufacturers or
user communities h ave developed their own network architectures.
These networks are for example SNA from IBM, DECNET from Digital
Equipment Corporation, XNS from Xerox Corporation, etc. They are
designed by manufacturers for use between their clients and do
not allow interconnection of different vendor·s computers. They
use their own protocols and are thus not compatible one with each
others.
They are usually spread over a country, a continent or
the whole world and are based on a leased or switched telephone
line technology.

With the increasing power and the diminishing size of
computing equipments, new connection needs arose on relatively
small areas, such as a factory, a campus or a single building.
New high-speed technologies such as broadband coaxial cables can
be used to meet these needs. The Ethernet protocol designed by
DEC, Intel and Xerox in 1980 is the best known protocol used for
this kind of network.

The growing number of manufacturer · s protocols,
being
sometimes "de facto" standards and the great diversity of
technologies
used
for
computer
communications
incited
standardization organizations such as ISO (International Standard
Organization), CCITT (Comité Consultatif International pour la
Télégraphie
et
la
Téléphonie),
ECMA
( European Computer
Manufacturers Association) or NBS (National Bureau of standards)
to work on protocol standardization.
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'l'he most important recoDDDendation is undoubtedly the ISO
Reference Model for Open System Interconnection. It sets up the
notion of an ~ System, a
system
which
permits
the
interconnection of equipments of many manufacturers in a single
network.
It
provides
a
layered
model
to
solve
the
interconnection problem.
Whereas the whole computing community
agree on the layering principle in networking, some manufacturers
still promote their own layered model, which sometimes differs
from the ISO one.

Networks are commonly classified in WANs
(Wide
Area
Networks) or LANS (Local Area Networks) following the maximum
size the network can have. We agree on this classification but
we think that it is preferable to consider the services provided
by each layer than to consider a networking problem with two
points of view: LAN and WAN .

'l'he future of networking is not in a worldwide agreement
the ISO protocols for many reasons:
-

on

'l'he most important
manufacturera have developed their
protocols and networks before ISO or CCITT published their
recommendations.
Some of these have
announced
their
intention to evolve thru ISO standardization. Others did
not and it is not our subject to discuss these decisions.
Some user communities have developed and installed multivendor networks.
'l'he Arpanet was designed by the American
Departement of Defense to meet specific military needs. 'l'he
experience gained from these "running" networks is very
important for standard designing.

-

Each new computing technology may create new communication
needs that standards do not consider. Manufacturera will
not wait future standards to satisfy user·s requirements.
They will design new protocols which will not necessarily be
adopted by standardization organizations .

'l'he interconnection of different networks is absolutely
necessary to meet the growing conununication needs, using the
existing
network
facilities.
More
precisely,
networks
interconnection aims to:
gi ve users access to services or data ( databases) they do
not have within a single network .
increase the connectivity between usera of every network.

-
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The starting point of our reflections about internetworking
is a work carried on at the CERN (European Center for Nuclear
Research), Geneva, between September 1985 and February 1986.
This work was concerned with the interconnection of many Ethernet
networks via CERNET, a high-speed packet-switching
network
developed by the CERN for its own use. The first step of this
work was the integration to an existing project and
the
understanding of all its components. The second step consisted
of the designing and the writing of a part of the software .

Th i s work is composed of two parts. The first part tries to
be a summary of the current situation in network interconnection.
This theoretical study aims at clearing up the
confusing
terminology and ideas about internetworking.
The discussion
conlinuously refers to the seven layers of the ISO Reference
Model for Open Systems Interconnection(OSI). Each interconnection
architecture is studied in a chapter and many illustrations are
given .

The second partis a description of the practical experience
gained at the CERN.
The whole interconnection project is
specified and the available tools are described.
The design
choices are stated and justified. An evaluation of our work in
this project ends this part.

It should be noted that some references are in
the
bibliography even though they are not cited in the text. It bas
been done because all these articles have contributed to our
reflection, even if their ideas are not explicitely developed or
used in the text.

-
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Chapter l

THE INTERNETWORICING CONCEPT

This chapter introduces the basic notions necessary to take
up a discussion about internetworking. The ISO Model for Open
system Interconnection is briefly resumed. It will be used as a
reference
for
the
comparison
of
the
internetworking
architectures. The terminology and conventions adopted for the
rest of this thesis are stated and explained. The principles and
requirements of internetworking are set up and
the
four
approaches to internetworking are defined. The segmentation and
reassemhly of a packets crossing multiple networks is a problem
relevant to each of these architectures. It is studied at the
end of the chapter.

l.l

The ISO Reference Model for Open Systems Interconnection

The Reference Model for Open Systems Interconnection is an
international standard voted by ISO in 1981.
It is fully
described in [ISO7498]. This is a Reference Model because it may
allow to compare existing standards networks and protocols. It
is a general model, so that new computing or communication
technologies can fit into it. A System designates a set of
computers, peripherals, transmission media, etc, able to process
ana · transfer
informations.
The
expression ~ Systems
Interconnection (OSI) addresses a set of informations exchange
standards to be used by the systems. These systems are said to
b e ~ because they use the same set of standards.

Applying the principle "Divide to conquer", the OSI Model is
layered. Each layer (N) uses the services of the layer (N-1) and
provides some services to the layer (N+l). The seven layers of
the Model have been defined applying ten principles [1SO7498].
Zimmerman summarizes the major ones [ZIM83]:
A layer should be created where a different level of
abstraction is needed;
Each layer should perform a well-defined function;
The function of each layer should be chosen with an eye
towards defining internationally standardized protocols;
The layer boundaries should be chosen in order to minimize
the information flow accross the interfaces;
The number of layers should be large enough that distinct
functions do not need to be thrown together in the same
layer out of necessity, and small
enough
that
the
architecture does not become unwieldy.
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Figure 1.1: The ISO Reference Model for Open Systems Interconnection

Figure 1.1 shows the seven layers of the OSI Model.
Each
entity of a layer communicates with its peer, the remote entity
at the same layer. The seven layers are descri.bed briefly below
[1S07498), [Z1M83].

Application Layer
The primary concern of the Application Layer is the
semantics of the application.
All application processes
reside in the Application Layer. Examples of applications
are electronic mail, remote access to a database, electronic
funds transfer, virtual terminal, etc.
Presentation Layer
The Presentation Layer
provides
independance
to
application
processes
from
differences
in
data
representation, i.e., syntax.
It means that Application
entities may use different syntaxes because the Presentation
Layer provides transformation of this syntax to the co11111on
syntax to be used between Application entities.

-
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Session Layer
The session Layer
provides
the
mechanisms
for
organizing and structuring the interactions between two
Presentation entities. These mechanisms allow for one-way,
two-way simultaneous or two-way alternate operation, the
establishment of major and minor synchronization points and
the
definition of special tokens for structuring the
exchanges.
Transport Layer
The Transport Layer provides transparent transfer of
data between end-systems.
It thus relieves upper layers
from any concern with providing reliable and cost-effective
data transfer. It optimizes the use of Network services and
provides any additional reliability over the one supplied by
the Network service.
Network Layer
The Network Layer provides independance from data
transfer technology and independance from relaying and
routing considerations. It masks all the peculiarities of
the actual transfer medium (optical fiber, packet-switching,
satellites or LANs).
The Network Layer also
handles
relaying and routing data through as many concatenated
networks as necessary while monitoring the quality of
service parameters requested by the Transport Layer.
Datalink Layer
The purpose of the Datalink Layer is to provide the
functional and procedural means to transfer data between
network entities and to detect and possibly correct the
errors which may occur in the Physical Layer. Datalink
protocols and services are very sensitive to the physical
transfer technology.
Typical Datalink Protocols are HDLC
for point-to-point and multipoint connections and IEEE 802
family of protocols for LANs .
Physical Layer
The Physical Layer provides the mechanical, electrical,
functional and procedural standards to activate, maintain
and deactivate physical connections allowing the transfer of
bita on a physical medium.

For the
International
(DIS).

three lower layers, protocols are adopted as
Standard (IS) or Draft International Standard

-
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1.2

Wide Area Networks and Local Area Networks
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communication su!Jnetwork

Figure 1 . 2: Schema of an X25 network

A well known standard mapping the OSI Model is the X25
recommendation published by the CCI'I"I' in 1980. This standard is
almost universally accepted as the standard for access to the
packet-switched public data networks . It provides connectionoriented operation over long-haul communication facilities, such
as public telephone networks or Integrated Services Digital
Network (ISDN) . It is an example of Wide Area Network, also
called long-distance or long-haul network. This kind of networks
is characterized by [SCBEI83 ] :
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The covered distance (few to thousands of kilometers);
-

A relatively low bit transfer rate (maximum 60000
second) and a relatively high error rate;

bits

per

A large delay time due to the distance and the aedium .

They are often mesh-type networks with routing, flow control
and addressing problems to be solved by the communication
subnetwork, consisting of a mesh of node computers.
They can
also
use
satellite(s)
with high-àelay and retransmission
problems.

Figure 1.2 schematizes an X25 network. The standard defines
the
interface
between a host computer, called DTE (Data
Terminating Equipment) and the node to which it is connected,
called DCE (Data Conununication Equipment). X25 is not concerned
by the protocols internally used in the communication subnetwork,
nor by the protocols above layer 3 in the hosts. The protocol is
connection-oriented, which means that the layer 3 entity in the
OTE communicates with its peer in the DCE on a connection
characterized by a virtual circuit number.
The nodes of the
communication subnetwork operates in a store-and-forward vay.
Each packet crossing the network passes from the source DTE to
its DCE, from the DCE to anode, and so on up to the destination
DCE which delivers the packet to the destination DTE.
The
service provided by X25 allows upper layera to operate on an
end-to-end way.

Satellite and packet radio networks are another category of
wide area networks.
The main difference is that every packet
sentis automatically received by every site. Each receiver must
select out the packets sent to itself.
The communication
subnetwork is constituted by radio waves and/or a satellite which
acts as a store-and-forward repeater. Only one packet may be in
flight at any instant, which means that high-bandwidth medium and
sophisticated medium access methods must be used. ALOHA is a
satellite network designed at the Hawaii university in the early
1970· s [TAN82].
Local Area Networks are often based on
a
broadcast
technology and have been the subject of major research and
development activities during the last few years.
They result
from the trend in computing towards distributed processing,
independent workstations, personal computera and intelligent
peripherals.
A Local Area Network is defined as "a data
communication system which allows a number of autonomous devices
to communicate
with each other" . The
characteristics of
a LAN are the following [TAN82] [SCHEI83]:
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a range of no more than few kilometers;
a data rate of l to 50 megabits per second and a
rate;

low

very simple network control, addressing and routing
due to the topology.

error

scheme,

They are often the property of a single organization, which
implies less security, accounting and maintenance operations than
X25 public networks.

Local Area Networks
criteria [TAN82]:

may

following

four

l.

The topology, i.e. the connectivity in terms of mesh,
ring, tree or linear (bus) configuration;

star,

2.

The technoloqy, i.e. the transmission medium: twisted pairs,
coaxial cable, optical fibers, microwaves, etc;

3.

The medium access method, i.e. the means by which several
users share the network: polling, token-passing, message
slot, register insertion, random access such as carrier
Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detection (CSMA/CD),
Time Division Multiplex (TOM), etc;

4.

The signal transmission technique, i.e. the modulation
scheme by which the bandwith of the medium is utilized:
single-channel
baseband
or
multi-channel
(frequency
multiplexed) broadband transmission.

be

classified

The first general-purpose LAN to be connnercially developed
and widely accepted is Ethernet [ETH82] based on CSMA/CD, bus
topology and coaxial cable. Many others are now available, such
as token-ring for PCs, token-bus, etc.

Thanks to the work of the IEEE Computer Society (Institute
of Electrical & Electronics Engineers), LAN protocole now fit
into the OSI Model. The IEEE 802 Project defines two sublayers
into the Datalink Layer (see figure 1.3). The Logical Link
Control (LLC) Sublayer provides hardware-independent exchange of
data between two LLC entities. Two protocole are defined for
this sublayer. The first one, LLCl, provides for connectionless
unacknowledged service.
The second, LLC2, is a connectionoriented protocol with flow control and acknowledgment, nearly
equivalent to HDLC, the Datalink Layer Protocol of the X25
standard. The Medium Access Control (MAC) Sublayer is concerned
with functions depending of the communication medium and of the
technique used to access toit.

- 12 -
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4
3 Network Layer

/

2b. Logical Link Contrai
Sublayer

2 Datai ink Layer

2a. Medium Access Contrai
Sublayer

1 Physical Layer

Figure 1.3: The two Sublayers of the Datalink Layer

Up to now, three MAC standards have been developed, each of
which specifying a hardware-dependent method of point-to-point
data transfer. All MAC protocols provide a similar interface to
the LLC Sublayer.
Figure 1.4 illustrates the family of standards of the IEEE
The 802.3 standard is nearly similar
to
802 Project(a).
Ethernet; 802.4 specifies a MAC by token-passing on baseband or
broadband coaxial cable; 802.5 is the standard for token-passing
protocol on a ring. These standards also include Physical Layer
specifications, due to the close dependence of the medium and the
access method.
About the future of these standards, it seems that the token
ring on coaxial or optic fiber cable will be adopted in more and
more commercial products, whereas 802.3 is now more generally
available, due to Ethernet precedence.

The last problem to consider in our LANS and WANs review is
the difference between anode and a host. In packet-switching
networks, nodes are the components
of
the
communication
subnetwork.
They provide switching and routing of packets from
the source host to the destination host. But, in the case of an
Ethernet network, communicating stations or computera are all
directly connected to the medium. There is no physical switching
(a)

The IEEE 802 family of standards is now also designated with
the generic ISO number 8802.
- 13 -
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802.1 Companion Document

LLC
802.2 Logical Link Contrai

802.3

-

CSMA
CD

802.4
TOKEN
PASSING

BUS

BUS

802.5
TOKEN
PASSING
RING

MAC
PHYSICAL

Figure l.4: The family of standards of the IEEE 802 Project

units because only one way is possible between two stations.
This situation is the same for all LANs topologies. we will
consider that, in case of LANs, hosts are also nodes because they
must select packets which are addressed to themselves, using
address recognition mechanisms.
In packet-switching networks,
the DCE (the node) assumes this function.
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1.3

Introductory example

X25 . 3

A

2
1

GATEWAY

1

2A
1A

2B
1B

1

net1

X25.3

B

,

2

1

net2

Figure 1.5: Interconnection of two X25 networks based on Ethernet

Let us consider two X25 networks and let us suppose that we
want to interconnect them in such a way that users of one network
can co111111unicate with users on the other network. we can imagine
many ways of realizing the interconnection. In this introductory
example, we use the term gateway as a general term to designate
the physical unit used to interconnect networks.
First, suppose that the two X25 networks are build on top of
Ethernet
protocols and topology.
To interconnect the two
networks, we may use a station whose peculiarity is to be
physically connected to the two Ethernet cables, as illustrated
in figure 1.5.
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What happens when Mr. A wants to communicate with Mr. B ?
An upper layer of A asks the establishment of a virtual circuit
with B, to whom it gives the X25 address. The Layer 3 of A build
a call Request Packet with this address in the destination
address field. It then asks Layer 2 for sending this packet to
the Ethernet address of B (The Layer 3 knows or is able to find
the Ethernet address of B 1). The Layer 2 "encapsulates" the
packet into a frame and sends it on the cable. Because the
destination address of the frame does net exist on the network,
no one station will read the frame, except the gateway which is
able to read all frames on the cable. The gateway recognizes the
destination address of this frame as existing on the other
network to which it is connected . It thus sends this frame on
the network 2.
Mr. s·s Layer 2 receives i t , strips off the
packet from the data part of the frame and passes it to the
Network Layer. If Mr. B accepts the connection demand, the Layer
3 sends a Call Accepted packet which follows the same way to
arrive to A, as do all the following packets. This way of
interconnecting two networks is called a bridge.

If the two X25 networks are more classicaly based on meshtype communication subnetworks, one may interconnect the two
networks with a node being part of the two communication
subnetworks. Figure 1.6 shows this situation. If Mr A. wants to
communicate with Mr. B, the A' s Layer 3 sends toits DCE a Call
Request Packet, with the address of B in the destination address
field. The DCE receives this packet and sees that the called
address is net in its network. The DCE knows that, in this case,
the packet must be routed to a special node, the gateway.
The
Layer 3A of the gateway, on reception of the Call Request,
memorizes the virtual circuit number and passes the packet to the
3B entity for sending on the following network. The s · s DCE may
eventually change the virtual circuit number of the Call Request
before passing it to B. If B accepts the connection request, it
sends a Call Accepted packet, which follows the opposite way.
The mapping of the two virtual circuit numbers is done by the
gateway.
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A
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J
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Figure 1 . 6 : Interconnection of two X25 networks with a joint node
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Up to now, we have interconnected two X25 networks without
changing anything in the existing protocols of the two networks.
The interconnection is transparent for the Layer 3 communicating
entities, which only sees an enlarged X25 network.

An evolution of this last solution is to split up the two
logical parts of the gateway in two physically independent units.
These two units may be implemented each in a node of the
communication subnetwork and are tied together by a point-topoint link, as illustrated in figure 1 . 7. A Layer 2 protocol is
of course necessary to manage this link .

Figure 1.7: Two gateway nodes interconnected by a point-to-point link

A very different way of interconnecting two
networks
consists of designing a particular host (a OTE), whereas up to
now we did the interconnection with a special node.
In this
case, the Network Layer explicitly dialogs with the gateway
station . If Mr. A on network l wants to communicate with Mr B.
on network 2 (figure 1 . 8), he has to begin asking to the Layer 3
the establishment of a connection with the station G.
once the
virtual circuit is set up, the upper layer of Amay send to the
gateway an information meaning: "Would you like to send this data
to Mr. B".
This information is carried through network l i n a
data packet of Layer 3 protocol and is thus interpreted above the

-
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Network Layer, as well in station A as in the gateway. on
reception of such information, the gateway opens a connection
with station Band sends to B the datait has received from A.

_

---

_,..,---

A
DCE
3A

3A

2A
1A

2A
1A

network 1

38
2B
18

network 2

Figure 1.8: 'l'wo networks interconnected by specialized station
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In summary, this type of internetworking ~ the services
of the Network Layer to exchange control information and data
between the source, the gateway and the destination.
A set of
conventions, i.e. a protocol, is used above Layer 3 and is to be
understood by the stations of the intercoaununicating networks and
by the gateways. This protocol is implemented in an additional
layer, just above Layer 3 and often called Internet Protocol.
This
internetworking
technique
also
involves an overall
internetworking addressing scheme, added to the Network Layer
addresses.

The principle of the Internet Protocol may be applied to
interconnect networks even if they are not of the same kind. But
it involves additional problems if the Network Services of the
two networks are not identical. These problems result from a
different maximum packet size, a connection-oriented or
a
connectionless service, etc. In these cases, the gateway has to
be more intelligent to deal with these differences and to provide
a uniform and performant service to the upper layers.

some
The Internet Protocol implies
modifications
in
protocols architecture to be installed in already existing
networks.

Finally, two networks may be interconnected at a higher
layer than Network Layer.
In this case, the interconnection
technique is not as general as before but is "applicationdependent".
It means that the interconnection is made between
two Application Layer entities, e.g., two electronic
aail
systems.
The gateway must provide a transformation of mail
messages from one network format to the format of the other
network.
Many other problems may have to be solved because the
concepts used at the Application Layer may be a lot aore
incompatible than these of the Network Layer.

These few examples, from the simplest
to
the
most
sophisticated, demonstrate, as needed, that the interconnection
problem may be solved in very different ways, depending on the
technology of the networks, their layering compati.bility, etc.

-
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1.4

Reguirements of internetworking

lnternetworking may be defined as "a set of hardware and
software resources aiming at giving users of a network the access
to services and users . on another network." The interface between
networks
must
provide
the
following facilities [STALB3]
[STAL85a]:
A link between networks;
Routing and delivery of data between processes on
networks;
Accounting of inter-networks traffic.

different

To provide these overall requirements, the interface
accomodate differences between interconnected networks:

must

l .

Addressing schemes : An Ethernet address is different from an
X25 one .

2.

Maximum packet size: When a packet of 1520 bytes length must
cross a network for which the maximum packet size is 256
bytes, it bas to be broken into smaller packets .
This
process is referred to as segmentation in ISO terminology
and is studied at the end of this chapter.

3.

Network access mechanism: the methods used to access the
network are closely dependent of the medium: Time Division
Multiplex in a satellite network , token-passing in a bus or
a ring cable, random access in a point-to-point mesh-type
network.

4.

Network speed: from 2400 bits to 50 Megabits per second. It
implies
special
timing procedures to accomodate very
different timeouts and to avoid congestion at the interface
between two networks.

5.

Network services: from unacknowledged datagram
acknowledged connection-oriented service.

service

to

All these differences are relevant to the Network Layer or
the Datalink Layer .
It is obvious because we consider the
differences between networks, without any regards to the final
use of the networks, i.e.
the Application, Presentation and
session Layers. The Network Layer is the "last" layer affected
by the technology of the network. But it does not mean that the
interconnection has to be realized at the Network Layer
Interconnection at higher layer is more application-dependent,
thus less general or wide-range, but every layer interconnection
is "a priori" feasible.
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1.5

Internetwork architectures

To define and classify many internetworking architectures,
we need well-defined criteria to do this. c. Piney uses the
layer at which interconnection is made as the main criteria
[PINEY86].
Other authors build their interconnection techniques
on the differences between LANS and WANs. Norman F. Schneidewind
applies the following principle in designing the interface
between two networks [SCHNEI83]:
"The more a local network is designed to increase the
effectiveness of intra-local network communication, the
more the cost of the interface to a long-distance
network increases and the 11\0re the effectiveness of
inter-local network communication decreases."
But he also recognizes the importance of layering: "The extent to
which local and long-distance networks adhere to the ISO model
bas an important bearing on the nature and complexity of
interconnection".

V.G. cerf. and P.T. Kirstein define a set of issues which
"must be resolved before a coherent network interconnection
strategy can be defined" [CERF78]. These issues are:
level of interconnection;
naming, addressing and routing;
flow and congestion control;
accounting;
access control;
internet services.

But the main one of
interconnection, because:

these

seems

to

be

the

level

of

"The level at which networks are interconnected can be
determined by the protocol layers terminated by the
gateway. ( ... ) Those layers which are terminated by the
gateways could be different in each net, while those
which are passed transparently through the gateway are
assumed to be common in both networks." [CERP78]

William
[STAL85a]:

Stallings

determines

a

gateway

The nature of the interface.
The nature of the transmission service.
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"The interface is the physical attachment between
networks. These can be linked at the node level (DCE)
or at the host level (station, OTE). The transmission
service can be either end-to-end or network-~-network.
The end-to-end approach assumes only that all networks
offer at least an unreliable datagram service; that is,
if a sequence of packets is sent from one station to
another on the same network, some but not necessarily
all will get through, and there may be duplications and
re9rdering
of
sequence.
The transmission across
multiple networks requires a common end-to-end protocol
for providing reliable end-to-end service.
In the
network-by network transmission service, the technique
is to provide reliable service within each network and
to splice together individual
connections
across
multiple networks.
The combination of interface and
transmission levels results in four possible gateway
architectures, as illustrated in figure 1.9 [STAL85a]."

""inter fac~

"'

transmission

host level

node level

service~
network by

PROTOCOL

network

TRANSLATOR

end-to-end

INTERNET
PROTOCOL

X75 GATEWAY

BRIDGE

Figure 1.9: The interconnection architectures of

w.

stallings

We understand the opinion of W. Stallings in the following
way.
The distinction between the node level and the host level
is quite clear for any packet switching network.
lt is less
obvious
for
networks
not
based
on
a packet-switching
communication subnetwork, such as LANs defined by the IEEE 802
Project.
But we have already stated our opinion about this
problem (see the end of section 1 . 2.). we consider that hosts
connected to an Ethernet can be functionally viewed as hosts and
nodes, because they are both end-users of the network, and also
perform at least one function of anode: selection of packets
addressed to a host, i.e., themselves.
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The transmission service is to be end-to-end when it allows
two end-users to conununicate, whatever the medium (or media) by
which the two users are connected . For example, in the context
of a national public data network, the CCI'l'T X25 protocol
provides an end-to-end transmission service.
When two X25
networks are interconnected, some features are necessary to map
the two X25 protocols. The transmission service is thus said to
be network-ÈY-network because a device performs some relaying
functions between the two protocols . The X75 protocol performs
such functions .
The transmission service is end-to-end when a
single protocol allows two users to conununicate across multiple
networks.
The IP protocol of the American Department of Defense
(DoD) is an exampl e of such a protocol.

A consequence of this transmission service difference is
that,
in the end-to-end transmission service, any control
information defined by the protocol has
still
end-to-end
significance .
The
transmission
service
provided
by an
interconnection technique is said to be network-by-network when
control
information
has
only
local significance to the
originating network.

Our classification is not as strict as the one of stallings,
notas technical as the one of Schneidewind and more precise than
the one of Cerf and Kirstein. The two criteria are the layer of
interconnection and the level of interconnection (what Stallings
calls the nature of the interface).

The level can be the node or the host. we have explained in
the
introduct9ry example t he problem of two X25 networks
interconnected by a gateway node or by a gateway host.
The
gateway node is not addressed by the two conanunicating Network
Layers ( nodes are never addressed at Network Layer 1 ) .
The
gateway host is addressed at Network Layer by communicating
hosts. They explicitly dialog with the gateway host to ask it
to forward data to the destination host .

The second criterion is the Layer of interconnection in
terms of the OSI Model.
'l'Wo networks may be, in theory,
interconnected at any layer o f the Reference Model.
The choice
of a solution depends on technologies and topologies of networks,
and the compatibility between protocols. The coDU110n principle is
that, al>ove the interconnection layer, the presence of multiple
networks is invisible because this is the function of the
interconnection service, whereas at lower layers or sublayers,
many individual services or connections are "concatenated" by the
gateways .
This principle has as consequence that all layers
above the interconnection layer have to be identical in order to
interconununicate, i.e . , have to share unique protocols at each
layer, to allow end-users to conanunicate .

-
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Figure 1.10: Classification of interconnection architectures

Given these two criteria, we estal:>lish our classification in
figure
1.10.
The
Bridge
is the device performing the
interconnection of two networks at the MAC Sublayer of the
oatalink Layer. This technique is designed for use between Local
Area Networks. It covers the host level as well as the node
level because we consider that the host or node level notion is
not relevant in case of LANs.
The Gateway interconnects two
networks at Network Layer and at node level. The CCITT X75
standard is an example of such a technique.
The Internetwork
Protocol operates at the same layer but at the host level. It
consists, in fact, of the adding of an additional Network Layer
connnon to all interconnected networks. This internetwork Layer
is put on top of the Network Layers of networks to interconnect.
In this technique, we call the host performing the physical
connection between networks an IN Gateway (IN • Internetwork).
The last technique is the Protocol Translator. It designates all
interconnections possible at layers above the Network Layer.
It
is necessarily made at host level because the "node" notion does
not exist above the Network Layer.

These four interconnection techniques will be studied in
detail in the following chapters. From now on, the terminology
used in this thesis is the one defined for these techniques in
the previous paragraph.
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1.6

The segmentation/reassembly problem

A problem common to many internetworking architectures
is
the segmentation and reasssembly of a packet (or Protocol Data
Unit, whatever the layer you consider) crossing a network with a
small maximum packet size.

In the
literature,
this
problem
is
often
called
"fragmentation" and is usually studied in an architecture of
Internetwork Protocol. We prefer the segmentation term because
it is the one adopted by ISO. we introduce the segmentation
problem in this chapter because it may occur in many internetvork
architecture, whereas it has been more illustrated and developed
in the case of rnternetwork Protocols.

The segmentation problem occurs at a gateway when it is
necessary to forward a packet to the next gateway or to the
destination, through a network which can not directly handle a
packet of the same size.
A first solution is to discard the
packet, which is not always acceptable, regarding to the service
provided.
Another one could be to avoid this network, using
another way to reach the destination, but it is not always
possible and it is nota real solution. There exists two ways of
providing segmentation and reassembly of segments [SHO79].

1.6.l

Intra-network segmentation

The entrance gateway can do a network-specific segmentation,
breaking up the oversize packet into smaller pieces, called
segments, and allowing the exit gateway at the other end of this
network to do the reassembly. This segmentation is invisible to
the other networks, but it has some disadvantages
processing and headers overhead;
all segments must reach the same exit gateway;
a fair amount of duplication as the same large
repeadly segmented and reassembled;

packet

is

Additionally, the destination host may have to reassemble,
when the maximum packet size of the destination network is
smaller than the size of the packet to receive.

-
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l.6.2

Inter-network segmentation

In this case the gateway may divide the packet into smaller
pieces
which
are
themselves
addressed
to the ultimate
destination, and must be reassembled
there.
'l'he so created
segments need not all depart the network through the same exit
gateway but the destination must always be able to properly
reassemble the segments.
It implies a suitable means for
identifying the
segments:
sequence
numbers,
hierarchical
subdivision, etc.
Additionally, the header must be replicated
and this overhead may be not negligible. A special technique is
to be used to avoid an indefinite waiting of a corrupted segment.

we will see in the following chapter in which cases the
segmentation/reassembly problem is relevant and which solution is
chosen.

-
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Chapter 2

THE BRIDGE

Bridge conunonly designates the interconnection of two or
more Local Area Networks.
After having explained differences
between a bridge and a repeater, we give our definition and
compare it with other authors · opinions. Bridge functions are
illustrated by an example of a frame transferred by a bridge.
Many architectural uses of bridges are possible, due to the
pairwise or multi-network characteristic of the bridge. Finally,
advantages and disadvantages of bridges are stated. The work
carried on MAC bridges by ISO is resumed and explained at the
end of this chapter.

2.1

Defjnition and Bridge functions

A clear distinction is to be made between a bridge and a
repeater.
A repeater -also called a bit repeater- is nota real
interconnection technique. It simply amplifies or regenerates
the physical signal on a link or bus-type network. It is often
used to overcome distance limitations due to signal degradation
on a coaxial cahle .
The repeater is only concerned with the
Physical Layer of the OSI model. A repeater between two Ethernet
coaxial
segments
retransmits the whole electrical signal,
including collisions, noise, etc .

A bridge is a more intelligent technique.
E. Benhamou and
J. Estrin give a good comparison between a bridge and a repeater
[BENH83]:

A Bridge is different from a repeater in that the
bridge is a store-and-forward device that receives full
packets from
networks ,
stores
them,
and
then
retransmi ts
them to the other network.
A (bit )
repeater is nota store-and-forward device.

David Flint defines a bridge -that he calls a filter- as
being the way of interconnecting several LANS on one site. It
must select packets received from one LAN for retransmission on
the other.
This selection is based on the Datalink Address ànd
four approaches are considered [FLINTB3]:

-
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1.
2.
3.
4.

The source indicates that the packet should be filtered;
The bridge knows the locations of individual stations and
passes packets accordingly;
The bridge recognizes one part of the Datalink Address as
identifying the destination LAN;
The bridge implements Network Layer routing functions .

All this address interpretation and routing implies some
buffering capabilities in the bridge due to the high throughput
of the LANs. But whatever provision is made for buffer storage,
there is always some possibility of its overflowing. Flint
considers that, in this case, the bridge may discard packets at
random or according priorities. This loss of packets have to be
reported to sources.
But this possibility
increases
the
complexity of the bridge and adds to the network load when that
load is the greatest.

V.E. Cheong and R. A. Hirschheim see the bridge as a
technique which allows the interconnection of many subnetworks of
different technologies and transmission rates, but which uses
identical software protocols and a single overall homogeneous
address space [CHE083]. The bridge must know the location of
every station of the interconnected subnetworks to do the
selection of packets to transmit.

We agree with these approaches but our view is more "ISOreferred" and based on the service provided by the bridge. The
bridge provides an interconnection between two networks using the
~
address space at the Datalink Layer. The bridge is not
involved in any Network Layer protocol. For LANs, the Datalink
Layer is divided into the Logical Link Control (LLC) and the
Medium Access Control (MAC) Sublayers.
A bridge provides the
forwarding of MAC frames in a transparent way for the sender and
the receiver (on two interconnected networks). It is thus called
a MAC-Sublayer bridge because frame forwarding actions do not
involve LLC protocols [IS03751].
Figure 2 . 1 illustrates the
operational model of a bridge. The transparency of the bridge
implies no special features in the MAC-protocols to provide the
internetworking.
It also means that a bridge can be easily
installed between two already existing LANs.

The given definition does not specify that a
bridge
interconnecte two networks that have identical Physical Layers
and MAC Sublayers. We may conceive of an Ethernet bus bridged
with a token-passing ring, as they use the same address space.
The ISO and IEEE work on MAC protocols is done towards this aim.

-
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NET

NET

LLC
MAC 1

MAC 1 MAC 2

LLC
MAC 2

PHY 1

PHY 1 PHY Z

PHY Z

network A

network B

~

~

Figure 2.1: Operational model of a bridge

In the same idea, a bridge does not necessarily consists of
one physical unit to which two or more networks are physically
connected. It may use internally a point-to-point link or the
services
of
another
network
to do the routing between
interconnected networks. An example of such a configuration is
developed in the second part of this thesis.

The functions
[ STAL85]:

of

a

bridge

are

the

following

[1S03751)

filtering: The bridge must select the frames from one net
which
are
addressed
to
another
net.
Because of
transparency, the bridge must have a look-up table giving
the location of every known address.
-

switching and routing: When the bridge
than
two networks, frames have to
appropriate network.

interconnects 1110re
be routed to the

bufferinq: Input buffering must deal with peak incoming
traffic or with a full output buffer. An output frame may
need to be buffered at the threshold of the destination
network, waiting for an opportunity to be sent.
interfacing: with the interconnected networks, depending on
the medium and the medium access method. The interface must
be able to receive all frames generated on the network.
It
implies
that
the
physical
interface operates in a
promiscuous mode. This mode of operation is not the same as
the one in which end-stations access to the medium. They
"listen" to all frames but receive only these addressed to
themselves.
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A bridge interconnects networks at node level, due to its
transparency for end-users
We bave already explained the
relevancy of the "node" notion in case of LANS (aee 1.2).
This
node
level interconnection maltes the bridge fit into the
classification of W. stallings, as well as in our criteria of
architectures definition.

-
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2.2

Bridge operation

an example

A
LLC
MAC

PHY

net 1

Br idge

B
LLC
MAC

PHV

net 2

Figure 2.2: 'l'Wo CSMA/CD bridged buses

Let us consider a
another CSMA/CD
'l'hese two networks use
suppose that station A
with

CSMA/CD (IEEE 802.3) bus network bridged
bus network, as illustrated in figure 2.2.
the same 48-bit MAC Addresses.
Let us
wants to send a frame to station B.

The frame sent by A on the cable bas the format illustrated
in figure 2.3 [IEEE802.3]. The Destination Address field of this
frame contains the MAC Address of station B. once sent on the
cable, this frame propagates to all the stations connected on the
bus. The bridge thus receives this frame and, because it works
in promiscuous mode, reads it.
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7 octets

Preamble

1 octet

Start Frame De li miter

6 octets

Des ti nat ion Address

6 octets

Source Address

2 octets

Length
LLC Data +pad

4 octets

Frame Check Sequence

Figure 2.3: 802 . 3 MAC frame format

The bridge checks the Destination Address field and sees in
its look-up tables that this address is located on network 2 .
Without changing anything in the format, it sends the frame on
network 2.

If the destination network had been a token-passing ring
(IEEE 802.5), some modifications would have been made to the
frame format. The most important is the re-calculation of the
Frame Check Sequence, because this check does not cover the same
fields in 802.3 than in 802.5 standards. In such a case, the
transparency of the service provided by the bridge is not
complete because FCS errors generated on one network will not be
transmitted on the other network .
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2.3

Architectural utilizations of bridges

network A

bridge

bridge

network B
Figure 2.4: Two networks interconnected by two bridges

Bridges can be used in several ways to build a Bridged Area
Network (BAN).
The bridges characteristics that define the
topology of the BAN are the following:
1.

The number of networks that a bridge may interconnect;
(pairwise bridge) or more (multi-network bridge);

two

2.

The fact that two networks may be interconnected by more
than one bridge (see figure 2.4). Such a bridge bas to be
able to detect the presence of another identical bridge
interconnecting the two same networks. If no special care
is taken, any internetwork frame will be transmitted twice.

The bridge may also use internally conununication links.
This characteristic does not affect the architecture of the
resulting BAN, but only the maximum area that the BAN will be
able to span.
Figure 2.5 illustrates the topologies that a pairwise bridge
can support (networks are drawn with a line for simplicity
reason). These are the following:
The chain of LANs where the networks are connected
end;
The stair of LANs when they are interconnected part
way along;
A tree of LANs.

-
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a chain of LANs

a stair of LANs

a tree of LANs

a LANs star
Figure 2.5: Many Bridged Area Network topologies
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'l'he multi-network
bridge
can
be
used
in
similar
configurations to those outlined above, but with a greater
multiplicity of networks at each bridge, leading, for example, to
LANs stars.
(figure 2.5).
All these topologies can also be
combined at will.

Depending on the topology, the bridge has
to provide an
additional function: ·the routing of the frames to the appropriate
destination network. To do this, the bridge bas to know the
location of the users of every network of the BAN, including
these that the bridge does not interconnect.

-
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2.4

Advantages and disadvantages of bridges

The use of a set of bridged LANs rather than one LAN
the following advantages [STALL83], [PINEY86], [FLINT83]:
l.

have

Reliability:
The danger in connecting all data processing devices in
an organization to one network is that a fault on the
network disables all communications.
Partitionning the
network with bridges sets limits to the probability of loss
of service for each user.

2.

Performance:
In general, performance on a LAN declines with the
increase of the number of stations or of the length of the
medium (i.e.: Ethernet).
some LANS have disadvantages
linked to the increased distance (i.e.:increased latency on
token ring).
Additionally, networks users with a large
amount of mutual intercommunication can be grouped on a
separate LAN. In this way, users can be clustered so that
intranetwork
traffic significantly exceeds internetwork
traffic.

3.

Maintenance:
Localisation of faulty elements
performed on a network of limited size.

4.

is

more

easily

Economy:
use and type of LAN can be optimized by separating the
problem of local network service from the overall geographic
coverage . For example, if a broadband local network is to
be installed on two buildings separated by a long distance,
it may be easier to use two LANS interconnected by a bridge
using a microwave point-to-point link. In the same idea, a
more expensive and more reliable LAN may be installed in the
area where traffic is most important.

s.

Integration:
It is possible between bridged LANS to use existing
co111D1unications
facilities.
For
example,
in
the
implementation described in the second part, an already
existing packet-switching network is used to provide routing
between bridged LANS.

6.

Adaptability:
Inclusion of additional LANs in a BAN can be carried
out with a minimum disruption to the existing service.

-
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The main problems that can be encountered in a Bridged
Network fit into five main classes [PINEY86]:

Area

Increased delay:
The bridges impose a atore-and-forward delay.
Congestion:
congestion in the bridge can lead to aeveral
such as lost frames, irregular traffic, etc.

aymptoms

Increased security risks:
The transparency of the MAC Sublayer bridge service may
allow remote access to unauthorized LANS.
Degradation of some service characterisics:
The overall service relies on the individual services
available along the traversed path.
This can lead, for
example, to reductions in the maximum frame length compared
to that available on each of the LANs.
Management complexity:
Analysis of performance
problems become even more
network.

-
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2.5

ISO work on MAC Sublayer bridges

ISO and IEEE work on 802 Project aims at a.llowing an easy
interconnection
of Local Area Networks using any 802 MAC
Protocol. The primary condition is the use of a common address
format, which is the case in all 802 standards.
A Bridged Area
features [ISO3751 ] :

Network

bas

the

following

characteristic

The address space by which the MAC stations are identifieà
must encompass the entire BAN. Two stations within the BAN
can not use the same MAC Address.
Each individual LAN has its own independent MAC.
For
example, the token will never leave its bus or its ring to
circulate on any other LAN.
The independence of MACs also dictates that no control
frames that govern the operation of an individual LAN are
forwarded off the LAN of their origin.
The bridge ma.y have to calculate a new Frame Check sequence,
because the fields covered by the FCS may change from one
MAC Protocol to another. Therefore the service provideà by
the FCS in a BAN is different from the one of a single LAN .
These two last characteristics prevent
from being fully transparent .

the

bridge

service

As for any other layer, ISO bas defined the service provided
by the MAC Sublayer, without reference to the specific protocol
used to provide this service (802.2, 3, 4, 5). They have begun
to study the implications of this service definition on a MAC
bridge . The foll.o wing list represents the main elements used to
define the MAC Sublayer service.
For each of these, the
implications on MAC bridge architecture are given [1SO3751]:
1.

The service provided by the MAC Sublayer of frame relay
is independent of the topology.
Implications:
- Frames transmitted between end stations carry the
MAC Address of the end station in their Destination
Address Field, not the KAC Address of the bridge, if
any.

should
allow
for
the
The
architecture
interconnection of a.11 IEEE 802 LAN types, in any
combinat ion.
The architecture should impose as little overhead as
possible on the end-stations.

-
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2.

The MAC/LLC
interface used the MA...J)ATA
primitives
(request,
indication,
confirm)
and
the MA_STATUS
primitives (request, indication).
Implications :
The architecture should not require modifications to
the MAC/LLC interface.
The
architecture should introduce as few
new
management burdens as possible.
The user should have as much freedom as possible in
the choice of MAC station address types (local,
global, hierarchical, flat) with the restriction
that all MAC Addresses must be unique in the BAN.

3.

The MAC service exhibits a negligible rate of residual
bit-errors.
Implication:
Bridges
should not cause the end stations to
experience residual bit-errors significantly higher
than those which it would normally experience on a
single IAN.

4.

The MAC service exhibits a negligible rate of misordered
frames.
Implication:
Bridges should not permute the frame order ~ ~~
forward
frames
except, perhaps, under failure
conditions.

5.

The MAC service might exhibit a non-negligible rate of
frame duplication.
Implications:
A bridge should not permit the generation of a
duplicate frame.
When redundant bridges exist between pairs of end
stations and are active (causing multiple possible
routes), the
probability
of
duplicate
frame
generation by the MAC Service should be kept as lov
as possible.

6.

A maximum MAC Service Data Unit size shall be no less
than 263 bytes.
Implication:
Since MAC bridges do not perform segmenting even
when LANS with differing maximum frame size are
mixed in a BAN, care must be taken to ensure that
the MAC Protocol Data Unit emitted from end stations
can be accomodated by all LANs in the BAN.

7.

The delay provided by the MAC service should be limited
to a reasonable value (five seconds) with the probability
of the delay exceeding that limit sufficiently amall.
Implication:
The MAC service delay should not be limited by the
use of bridges.

-~-
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THE GATEWAY

This chapter
discusses
an
interconnection
technique
operating at Network Layer and at node level. The definition and
the functions of this technique are
explained
and
then
illustrated by the X75 RecoDDDendation voted by the CCITT and
allowing the interconnection of two X25 networks.

3.1

Definition and gateway functions

Let us first note that the Gateway term used in this chapter
designates an interconnection technique and is nota generic term
designating any physical device interconnecting two networks.

As introduced at the end of the section 1.s, the Gateway is
an interconnection technique operating at the Network Layer and
at node level. The two networks may have identical or different
Network
Layer
Protocols.
we have already explained the
interconnection of two X25 networks with a joint node (see 1.3. ).
In
this
case,
internetwork
packets
are routed by the
communication subnetwork to the gateway. The existence of two or
more networks is thus invisible for the two coDDDunicating Network
Layers, if the two networks are identical. If there are not, the
address structure must allow the Network Protocol to specify the
name or address of the destination network. This can be done,
for example, by a hierarchical address structure. It is the only
way by which the Network Protocol "sees" that it is sending an
internetwork packet, but it does not mean that internetwork
packets are addressed to the gateway by the Network Layer.
This
is the reason why we say that the gateway is invisible for
conununicating Network Layers.
It
is
the
task
of
the
communication subnetwork to forward the packet just to the
gateway.

Figure 3.1 shows the functional scheme of a gateway.
The
gateway must provide functions of mapping between two Network
Protocols. These functions are very simple when the networks are
identical (e.g., two X25 networks).
In this case, the main
function is to provide the mapping between virtual circuit
numbers and the flow control between the two coDDDunication
subnetworks. If the two Network Layer Protocols have only lov
importance differences, such as packet format, sequence number
mechanisms or resetting conditions, the work of the gateway is
more complicated because more differences are to be mapped. But
when services provided by the Network Layera of the
two
interconnected
networks
are
really
incompatible
(e.g.,
connection-oriented vs connectionless transmission), the task of
mapping these differences at node level is too difficult for the
Gateway to be an efficient interconnection technique.
The
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Gateway would have to map a virtual circuit service to a datagram
service, in an invisible way for the two conununicating Network
Layers.
It is more efficient to interconnect two such networks
at host level, using the interconnection technique descri.bed in
the following chapter (Internetwork Protocol),

tr1

tr2

net1

net 1 net2

dl1

dl 1

net2

dl2

1

1
i

phy1

corrmunication
subnet 1

dl2
phy2

corrmunication
subnet 2

Figure 3,1: Functional scheme of a gateway

The physical architecture of a gateway may consist of anode
being part of the two conununication subnetworks, as illustrated
in figure 3.1, or of two half-gateways tied together by one or
more communication links. A protocol is thus necessary toma.nage
this link. The Recommendation X75 voted by CCITT in 1984 is a
well-known example of a protocol designed for transmission
between two half-gateways interconnecting two X25 public data
networks . This protocol is studied further on in this chapter.
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3.2

The X75 Principle and Operation

second

•

f irst virtual circuit

• •

V. C.

•

third virtual circuit

X25
DTE

X25
OTE----•

....---

Figure 3.2: Two X25 networks interconnected by a X75 gateway

Let us first note that X25 specifies the interface between
host equi~ment (called DTE) and network equipment (cal.lad DCE)
that encompasses layers 1 through 3 and permits the set up,
maintenance and termination of virtual circuits between two DTEs.
The X75 Recommandation specifies a Signal Terminatinq Eguipment
(STE) that acts as DCE-level gateway between two X25 networks, as
illustrated in figure 3.2. The STE is thus a special node (or a
part of anode) being part of the co1DD1unication subnetwork. The
two STEs and the link between them make up the Gateway as defined
above.
This gateway interconnects the two networks in plugging
together two X25 virtual circuits in an invisible way for host·s
Network Layers.
These Layers only "see" a greater number of
users, a greater number of Network Addresses, an enlarged X25
network.
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Figure 3.3 shows the functional model of a X75 gateway.
Each of the communicating hosts dialogs at the Network Layer on a
X25 virtual circuit, without knowing the existence of the X75
gateway. The OTE-OTE virtual circuit service provided is in fact
made of a series of virtual circuits:
l.

From the source OTE to the STE of the same network;

2.

From this STE to another STE (one or 1110re);

3.

From the last STE to the destination DTE.

Each of these sections is a distinct entity with a separate
virtual circuit, flow control and error control. There can be,
of course, more than one X75 gateway in the resulting virtual
circuit.

network 2

network 1

p

p

OTE

DCE

DCE

OTE

I
Figure 3.3: Punctional IDOdel of an X75 gateway

The best way to understand how X75 operates is to explain
how the call Request Packet propagates through the networks. It
is handled step by step but must propagates end-to-end. The call
Request Packet from A triggers the set up of a OTE-STE virtual
circuit with its own virtual circuit number. The STE, using the
call Request Packet of the X75 Protocol (which is nearly
identical toits X25 counterpart) sets up a STE-STE virtual
circuit between network l and 2 . The number of this last virtua.l
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circuit may be different from the preceding one.
The Call
Request Packet then propagates to s · s OTE, setting up a third
virtual circuit with its own virtual circuit number. Finally, a
call Indication Packet is delivered to B by its DCE. The Call
Accepted Packet follows the same path in the reverse way.

The main difference between X25 and X75 is the addition of a
network-level utilities field in X75 packets. All the other
fields are identical. This bas two reasons [STAL85a]:
There is !!2 encapsulation of X25 packets by the STEs.
The
same headers are used to send information as well on X25
connection than on the X75 virtual circuit .
Field values
may differ (i.e. the virtual circuit number) but the format
does no differ.
Whereas a packet has the same format across mult i ple virtual
circuits, all information (virtual circuit number, flow
control, sequence numbers, .. . ) bas local significance only .
X75 is not an end-to-end protocol .

For example, a Data Packet sent by A to its DCE has the
virtual circuit number that A associates with a connection to B .
The network l transmits this packet to the STE . The STE uses the
same format, but modifies the virtual circuit number (and other
control information, if necessary) for the STE-STE virtual
circuit .
The receiving STE sends the packet to s · s DCE with the
virtual circuit number that B associates with a connection to A
[STAL85a].
All these modifications of virtual circuit numbers
are invisible for A and B.

If many paths exist between the source and destination
hosts , one path is chosen by the communication subnetwork at the
opening of the virtual circuit. Every packet of this connection
will follow this path, whatever loading or congestion of this
path. This fixed routing is a disadvantage but results from the
service to provide end-to-end : a virtual circuit .

The X75 Recommendation is concerned with Physical, Datalinlc
and Network Layers, as illustrated in figure 3.3. The Physical
and oatalink Layers are necessary to manage the one or JnOre links
between two STEs. The Network Layer is an intermediate between
the Network Layers of the two interconnected networks .

-
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3.3

The Datalink Layer of X75

The Recommendation defines two procedures according to the
number of links that tie the STEs. The Single Link Procedure
(SLP) is identical to the oatalink Layer of X25 (LAP-B) and is to
be used when one physical link exists between the STEs . The
Multilink Procedure (MLP) allows the interface to operate over
multiple lines [CCITTX75] .

The principle of MLP is simple: "When multiple links exist,
each link is governed by the SLP LAP-B" [STALB5a] . The set of
links is used as a pooled resource for transmissing frames
regardless of virtual circuit number of the packet included in
the frame. Any available link may be chosen for transmission of
any frame. Once a MLP frame is constructed, it is assigned to a
particular link and further encapsulated in a SLP frame . To keep
track of frames, a unique multilink sequence number across all
links is used. It is necessary to allow the rece1v1ng MLP to
reorder the frames transmitted on different links and to detect
repeated transmissions of a frame .

3.4

The Network Layer of X75

The Network Layer of X75 is almost identical to that of X25 .
The only differences are those needed to accommodate internetwork
administration and management functions of the STE.
These
include, for example, additional facilities information in the
call Request Packet. When transferring data, one may choose an
acknowledgment with local or end-to-end significance. Resetting
and restarting procedures are identical to those of X25 .
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Chapter 4

THE INTERNETWORK PROTOCOL

The Internetwork Protocol is undoubtedly the best known
network interconnection technique and the most illustrated in the
literature. In this chapter, we first describe the principle of
the Internetwork Protocol, more briefly named IN. To make a
distinction with the gateway technique of the preceding chapter,
we call the device interfacing between two networks an IN
Gateway, whereas all authors call it a gateway.
An example of
the IN operation will allow us to define the functions of the
Internetwork Protocol and the functions of an IN Gateway.
Two
examples
of
Internetwork Protocol are developed: The ISO
International Standard 8473 and the well-known TCP/IP of the
United States Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA).
Advantages and disadvantages of IN are conclusion of this
chapter.

4.1

Definition

APPLICATION
PRESENTATION
SESSION
TRANSPORT
/,/,,/,,/,/,/•,//
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.
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Figure 4.1: The place of the internetwork function
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As explained in the introductory example, the Internetwork
Protocol technique is based on a very simple principle: To allow
intercommunication between networks, a specific protocol is
devoted to the task of internetworking. In the OSI Model, this
additional layer is logically located between the Network Layer,
which is technology and topology dependent, and the Transport
Layer, in charge of providing a full reliable transmission
service to upper layers. Figure 4.1 illustrates the place of the
Internetwork function.

This technique allows the interconnection of networks that
have significantly different internal protocols and performance
(and, of course, networks which are identical).
The only
condition for the use of an Internetwork Protocol is that each
interconnected network provides at Network Layer a service which
allows IN to operate.
This service must be defined before
specifying an Internetwork Protocol. Theoretically, this service
could be full reliable connection oriented service (e.g., X25) as
well as a very simple connectionless transmission service.
In
practice, the easiest way to allow the interconnection of very
different networks is to require the minimal level service, i.e.
the connectionless or datagram service. The IN Layer does not
improve this minimal service level , because it is only concerned
with the forwarding of packets between networks. Higher layers
are supposed to provide a full reliable service to end-users.

hast

hast

IN Gateway

T

T

.,.,. _I, N
. _..,.
... ./'

><TN -:::/

... ;o•··

N1
01
P1

corrmunication
subnetwork 1
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01
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N2

02
P2

corrmunication
subnetwork 2

Figure 4.2: Operational Model of IN
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Figure 4.2 is the operational model of IN.
It shows that
the IN Layer resides in the hosts as well as in the IN Gateway.
This is an important difference from the previous interconnection
techniques where no hosts protocol is directly concerned with
internetworking. It means that each host of each interconnected
network bas to implement the lnternetwork Protocol. This is a
severe difficulty to the use of an IN on many already existing
networksl
This also implies an Internetwork Layer addressing.
Whatever addressing scheme is used, IN Gateways must be able to
route any internetwork packet to the correct destination network.
This condition pleads in favour of a hierarchical addressing
scheme: an internetwork address is made of a network address and
a host address.
Another difference with the gateway of .the previous chapter
is that networks are interconnected at host level by the IN
Gateway. This results from the fact that the IN Layer ~ the
services of the Network Layer to send packets to a gateway or to
a destination host. An internetwork packet generated at source
IN Layer is addressed to the destination host but sent by the
source Network Layer to the IN Gateway.
IN Gateways are thus
addressed at Network Layer, but not at Internetwork Layer.

-
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4.2

Description of IN operation

A
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Figure 4.3: Example of IN operation
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Let us suppose that the host A on network l wants to
communicate with host Bon network 3 (see figure 4 , 3). The A' s
Transport Protocol asks to A ' s IN Layer to send a stream of bits
to e · s Transport Protocol whom it gives the Internetwork Address.
This TP stream of bits is called TP packet in the figure 4 . 4
illustrating the data manipulation in an IN operation . This data
must pass through many networks environments to arrive to B.
'l'o
do this, the data is encapsulated in an Internet Packet , wh0111
header contains the IN destination address and any other control
information.
The IN Protocol asks to the Network Layer to send
this IN Packet to an IN Gat eway whom it gives the Network
Address.
For the Network Layer, the IN Gateway is a station
exactly identical to any other hosts connected to the network .
The IN Layer may choose any IN Gateway it wants. In our example,
IN Gateways #1 and #3 are possible. The #3 is certainly on the
shortest path but maybe not on the quickest path. This adaptive
routing characteristic supposes that IN
is
based
on
a
connectionless datagram service.

N1 header

IN header

TP header

TP data

TP packet
IN packet
Networ k 1 packet

N2 header

IN header

TP header

TP data

Network 2 packet
Figure 4.4: Data encapsulation in an IN operation

The Network Protocol encapsulates the IN Packet in a Network
Packet specific to Network l Protocol (see figure 4.4) . This
packet crosses Network l
and arrives to IN Gateway #1, for
example.
The IN Layer of the gateway receives the IN Packet,
reads the destination address, takes a routing decision and sends
the
IN Packet to a following IN Gateway.
This is thus
encapsulated again in a Network 2 Paclcet.
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This process goes until the IN Packet arrives at the IN
Layer of the destination nost, which delivers TP Packet to B·s
Transport Protocol.
Thus, the
model
is
"a
series
of
encapsulation/extractions, not translations" [POST8l].
In the case of source and destination hosts on the same
network, the IN Protoco1 sends the IN Packets directly to the IN
destination address. Thus, the IN Layer is redundant with the
Network Layer in case of intra-network communication. But this
is nota significant processing overhead when the Network and
Internetwork services are connectionless.

may
occur
when
the
IN
The
segmentation
problem
interconnection technique is used between networks of different
maximum packet sizes. This problem has a1ready been studied in
chapter l.
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4.3

Internetwork Layer functions

0

0
0

Figure

4.5:

connectivity of a set of interconnected networks
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The main function of the Internetwork Layer
is
the
forwarding and routing of IN Packets accross multiple networks.
To accomplish this, the IN Protocol must reside in each host
engaged in the internetwork communication and in each gateway.
When considering a set of networks interconnected with IN
Gateways, these appear as store-and-forward devices betveen
networks, exactly in the same way as nodes are store-and-forward
devices in a communication subnetwork.
Figure 4.5 is not
d1fferent from the one of a conununication subnetwork where
point-to-point links between nodes are replaced by networks
between IN Gateways. The forwarding function of IN Layer is
identically implemented in host IN modules than in IN Gateways.
The question to solve can be stated as: To send this IN Packet
towards its destination, to which gateway or host of my network
do I have to forward it? The answer to this question is to be
found using routing tables which may be different in hosts than
in IN Gateways because IN Gateways have direct access to the two
networks.
The adaptability of routing depends on the service
provided by the IN Layer: adaptive routing with datagram service
and fixed routing with connection-oriented service.

The second function of the Internetwork Layer is the
segmentation and reassembly of large packets when needed to cross
networks with small packet size limits. The main characteristic
of this function is the technique used to identify and to reorder
IN Packets resulting from segmentation. This function has to be
implemented in each IP module if inter-network segmentation is
used. In this case, a packet may be segmented at the entrance IN
Gateway of a network and segments will be reassembled at the
destination host, which must be able to doit in its IN Layer.
In
the
case
of
intra-network
fragmentation,
the
fragmentation/reassembly function is also needed in any host
because each host is capable of receiving a packet segmented at
the entrance of its network.

Additionally to these two main functions, IN Protocol has to
face with many other problems. One of these is to avoid that an
IN Packet turns around in a set of networks an indefinitively
long time, which may occur in case of routing adaptative to the
load of networks. others are more simply these of any Network
Protocol, such as flow control and error control.
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4.4

The Internetwork Protocol of ISO

The ISO work on Internetwork Protocol is based on the
de finition of the Network Layer service. This service must deal
topology
with all considerations concerning the
and
the
technology of networks effectively used. Christine ware says
in [WAR83] that:
"The purpose of the OSI Network Layer is to provide an
end-to-end communication capability to the Transport
Layer Entities above it. The Reference Model specifies
that this communication capability is indèpendent of
any operational characteristics of the specific "realworld" transmission facilities which underlies it. The
Network Layer, and the layers below it, perform the
functions required to deal with "real networks" and
utilize them to provide a networking capability in the
OSI context".
This principle means that, if an Internetwork Protocol technique
is used to interconnect many networks, this IN Protocol is not
defined as an additional layer in ISO terminology.
This IN
Protocol is thus included in the Network Layer. It does not
change anything to IN principles and functions explained above.
This inclusion of IN notion in the Network Layer is necessary to
respect the service principle on which ISO Layering Model is
based.
Throughout this section, there is a distinction between the
use of the term "network" and the term "subnetwork". The te.rm
"subnetwork" is used to emphasize that a particular network is
part of an interconnected set of networks, whereas the te.rm
"network" is used to emphasize the individual network as a
separate entity. Thus a "network" may also be a "subnetwork" if
it is interconnected to other networks.

4.4.l

The interna! architecture of the OSI Network Layer

A description of the internal architecture of the Network
Layer helps to understand how different types of communications
facilities are used and interconnected in the ISO Network Layer.

Figure 4.6 shows the three sublayers of the Network Layer
and the functions associated to each sublayer [CALL83]. The
highest functional grouping, SNIC, contains the internetwork
relay and routing functions, and may contains other functions
necessary to effect network interconnection. The middle of the
three sublayers, the SNDC Sublayer, contains those functions, if
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SUBLAYERS

FUNCTIONS

Subnetwork lndependent
Convergence (SNIC)
Sublayer

rout ing
relaying

Subnetwork Dependent
Convergence (SNDC)
Sublayer

correcting subnetwork
anomalies and def iciencies

Subnetwork Access
(SNAC)
Sublayer

data transfer within
each individual subnetwork

Figure 4.6: ISO Network Layer internal organization
any, necessary to bring the services offered by each individual
subnetwork up to the coDD11on level necessary for interconnection.
The lowest functions group, SNAC, contains those Network Layer
functions specific to each individual subnetwork.
The SNIC Sublayer is the Internetwork Layer in the sense
defined at the beginning of this chapter. The SNDC Sublayer
transforms the subnetwork service into the uniform service which
is expected by the SNIC Sublayer . To do this, the SNDC Sublayer
may supply additional capabilities or may actually abrogate the
functionality that the subnetwork provides. The SNAC Sublayer is
what we previously called the Network Layer, i.e. a connection
oriented or connectionless protocol. Figure 4.7 illustrates the
OSI layering model of two subnetworks interconnected by an IN
Gateway.
The Internetwork Protocol (SNIC) resides in each host
and in the IN Gateway, that ISO calls an Intermediate System.
The SNIC Protocol is unique for the whole set of interconnected
subnetworks, whereas SNAC Protocols may be different, depending
on the service provided by each subnetwork. On the top of this
architecture, a uniform service is provided to Transport Layers.
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Figure 4.7: OSI layering model of internetworking

4.4.7

The ISO/IS 8473 Standard

The ISO International Standard 8473 is
a
Subnetwork
Independent Convergence (SNIC) Protocol. This protocol provides
the Connectionless-Mode Network Service.
It relies upon the
provision of a connectionless-mode subnetwork service [IS08473].
In other words, this standard defines a oatagram Internetwork
Protocol based on the assumption that each subnetwork provides at
least a datagram service.
Figure 4.8 shows the format of a Protocol Data Unit (POU}
defined by the standard 8473. It is made of four parts. In the
Fixed Part, the Lifetime Field represents the remaining lifetime
of the POU, in units of 500 milliseconds. It is decremented by
every entity which processes the POU . The POU will be discarded
if the value of the field reaches zero. The flags in the fifth
octet are:
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Octet
h

Network Layer Protocol Identifier

1

Le 1gth lnd icator

2
3
4
5

Version/Protocol Id Extension

Fixed

Lifetime
SP j MS j E/R j

Type
POU Length

6,7

Checksurn

8,9

Dest inat ion Addr ess Length lnd icator

10

Destination Address

11,m-1

Source Ad dress Length lndicator

m

Source Address

m+1,n-1

Unit Ident ifier

n,n,' ,

Segment Offset

n+2,n+3

Total Length

n+4,n+5

Options

n+6,p

Data

p+ 1,q

Part
1P
4.

Address

Part
V

,

4~

Segmentation

Part

,,
IJ

Option Part

H
h

Data Part

,,
Figure 4.8: 'l'he Protocol Data Unit format in ISO/IS 8473

-

segmentation Permitted Flag;
More POUS Flag;
Error Report Flag.

'l'he Error Report Flag determines whether to generate an Error
Report POU upon discard of the POU.
'l'he 'l'ype Code Fie.ld
identifies the type of the Protocol Data Unit: Data POU or Error
POU.
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The Segmentation Part contains information necessary for the
segmentation/reassembly function.
The standard specifies that
reassembly takes place at the destination, but other reassembly
schemes are not precluded.
The option Partis used to convey optional parameters . Each
parameter is specified by a Parameter Code (l octet), a Parameter
Length (l octet) and a Parameter Value. The following parameters
are permitted:
Padding (to lengthen the POU to a convenient size),
security,
Source Routing,
Recording of Route,
Quality of Service (requested by the originator).
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4.5

The Internetwork Protocol of DARPA

Since the development of the ARPANET in the early 197o·s, a
variety of new networks have been developed under DARPA (Defense
Advanced Research Projects
Agency)
sponsorship,
including
satellite, packet radio and local networks . In order to allow
users on different networks to communicate with each others, a
means for interconnecting
networks has been developed. The
method chosen by DARPA is the Internetwork Protocol technique.
An unreliable Internetwork Protocol called IP bas been developed
and on top of this the Tranport Control Protocol (TCP) provides a
reliable communication service.

In the DARPA terminology, a set of
is called a Catenet.

4.5.l

interconnected

networks

The DARPA Architecture Model

APPLICATION
UTILITY
TRANSPORT
INTERNETWORK
NETWOR K
LINK
PHYSICAL

Figure 4.9: The DARPA Layering Nodel

As shown in figure 4.9, the layering model developed by the
DARPA is different from the OSI Reference Model. An Internetwork
Layer is explicitely defined between Transport and Network
Layers.
At the higher layera, protocols accomplishing the
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functions of OSI Session and Presentation
into a single "Utility Layer" .

Layera

are

combineà

Beyond the layering principle, which is used by ISO and
DARPA, Vinton cerf and Edward Cain underline a JDOSt fundamental
difference between ISO and DARPA points of view [CERP'83]:
"There is often an implicit assumption that one can
easily
substitute one protocol for another in a
particular layer without affecting the functionality of
the protocols which depend on it. This assumption (or
goal) is unwarranted, although it seemingly makes life
easier fo~ the protocol architecture designer. The
problem lies in the nature of the functionality of the
protocols in a particular layer and the nature of the
services they can easily offer. ( .•. )
It is the view of the authors that the goal of total
interchangeability
of
layer
N
protocols
is
unnecessary."

This consideration leads to the
notion
of
protocol
hierarchy, which rapidly appears when one tries to classify the
protocols developed by DARPA (and by the Departement of Defense
from which DARPA is dependent). Figure 4.10 shows the hierarchy
of the OoD protocols [CERF83].
Al.l these differences between ISO and DoD networking arise
from the fact that for the OoD multiple networks of widely
differing internal characteristics will be a
natural
and
necessary part of military networking.

4.5.2

The Internet Protocol

The Internet Protocol is specifically limited in scope to
provide the functions necessary to deliver a package of bits (an
Internet Datagram) from a source to a destination over an
interconnected system of networks. There are no mechanisms to
promote data reliability, flow control, sequencing, or other
services commonly found in host-to-host protocols [TCP/IP]. Each
underlying network is required to provide only a minimal datagram
level of service.
The Internet Protocol does not provide any
reliable communication facility. lt simply transmits Internet
oatagrams.
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Figure 4.11: Internet Datagram fonnat
As previously defined, the Internetwork Protocol resides in
each interconnected host and in each IN Gateway between networks .
The
The Internet Protocol implements two basic functions.
first one, addressing, is provided via a two-level addressing
hierarchy . The upper level of the hierarchy is the network
number, and the lower layer is an address within that network.
The second basic function is fragmentation (i.e. segmentation) of
datagrams too large to be for.arded through a network. As shown
in figure 4.11, the fragmentation is performed thanlts to a More
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Fragments Flag and a Fragment Offset Field. Additionally, a
0on·t Fragment Flag allows the originating host to specify that
an Internet Datagram may not be fragmented, although it may force
it to be discarded. Reassembly of fragments is perfonned at the
destination IP (inter-network fragmentation) .
The Type of Service Field is used to indicate the quality of
service desired: Interactive , Bulk, Real Time, etc. The
Time to Live Field is an indication of the lifetime of an
Internet Datagram .
It is set by the sender of the datagram and
reduced each time the datagram is processed by an IP Module. The
time is measured in units of seconds. The datagram is destroyed
when the time to live reaches zero before the datagram reaches
its destination.
The Protocol Field indicates the next level protocol used in the
data portion of the datagram.This allows the Internet Module to
demultiplex the incoming datagram to higher level protocol
modules for further processing.
The Header Checksum provides a verification that the information
used
in processing Internet Datagram bas been transmitted
correctly. The data may thus contains errors .
The options Field provide for control functions needed or useful
in some situations. The following internet options are defined
[TCP/IP]:
the

Security,
Source Routing ,
Return (or Record) Route ,
Stream Identifier,
General Error Report,
No Operation,
End of Option List.
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4.6

Advantages and disadvantages of IN

A first
advantage of the Internetwork Protocol is the
adaptive
routing provided by a connectionless Internetwork
Protocol. This allows the selection of an optimal path for
packets crossing multiple networks.

Another advantage is that it can deal easily with a great
variety of networks because it does not perform any translation
between Network Protocols. This is particulary true when the IN
Protocol is connectionless. In this case it can be used with any
kind of network without difficulty (LANS, WANs, Satellite, ... ).

The corresponding disadvantage is that the IN Protocol must
reside in each host, and not only in the IN Gateways . This is a
severe limitation to the installation of an IN Protocol on many
already existing networks.
In the previous interconnection
techniques, hosts of interconnected networks were not modified
for installation of an interconnection technique.
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Chapter 5

THE PROTOCOL TRANSLATOR

The Protocol Translater is
the
last
interconnection
technique studied in the first part of this thesis. After
defining the technique and the dual meaning of the term "Protocol
Translater", we will illustrate this technique with a concrete
problem, the interconnection of two electronic mail systems.

5.1

Definition

Let us first explain an important remark about the term
"Protocol Translater".
This term is used to designate two
techniques radically different.

Protocol 8

HOST

FRONT

Protocol A

PROTOCOL

END

(e.a. l8M3270)

TRANSLATOR

Terminal
(e . g. ASCII)

Printer

r

Figure 5.1: A terminal-to-host Protocol Translator

Peter Robinson defines a protocol translater as "a device
that
converts
transmission
signals
from
many different
peripherals into the protocol used by a host computer" [ROB82].
For example, such a Protocol Translator is necessary to connect
asynchronous terminals on a computer
which
only
accepts
synchronous terminals, or to convert an EBCDIC signal for use by
an ASCII terminal. Figure 5.1 illustrates this kind of Protocol
Translator.
It
may be designed to connect one or more
peripherals and to provide conversion between two or more
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protocols .
Protocol Translators allow the owner of a mainframe
computer to connect terminals from different suppliers.
This
attitude has three main reasons [ROB82]:
cost: The peripherals of the main supplier may be more expensive
than these of other vendors. The Protocol Translater thus
widens the range of products that can be used in a computer
configuration.
upgradebility: Upgrades in software may need compulsory change of
hardware.
A
Protocol
Translater can avoid
changing of peripherals and then lengthen the lite
of a product.
technology: Sorne specialised devices (e,g., graphie terminals)
may be technically more advanced than those offered
by the main supplier.
The use of a
Protocol
Translater allows the connection of such devices to
the standard interface of the mainframe.
The mandatory requirement is that the implementation of such a
Protocol Translater within an existing network must be performed
by a simple connection, without any change to the hardware or
software principles of the host computer.

We agree with this use of the term "Protocol Translater" but
this meaning does not fit into the subject of this thesis:
interconnection of networks
a network being a
set
of
interconnected computers. This kind of Protocol Translater does
not interconnect computers.
It is only concerned with the
protocols defined between computers and non-intelligent devices,
such as terminals or printers. In the OSI Reference Model, this
kind of protocol translation is located in the Physical Layer
and/or in the Datalink Layer. It is better termed a "hardware
protocol converter".

Our definition of a Protocol Translator is a technique
interconnecting two networks at a layer above the Network Layer.
Thus, we call Protocol Translater every device that performs the
mapping between two different Application, Presentation, Session
or Transport Layer Protocols. Figure 5.2 illustrates the layers
of
the
ISO Reference Model concerned with this Protocol
Translater technique.
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Applicat ion

Appl ication

Presentat ion

PROTOCOL

Presentat ion

Sess ion

TRANSLATOR

Session

Transport

Transport

Network

Network

Datai ink

Oatalink

Phys ica l

Physica l

Figure 5.2: The OSI Layers concerned with the Protocol Translator

Eric Benhamou calls a
level-gateway [BENH83]:

Protocol

Translator

an

application

"Application-level gateways are used to interconnect
networks that have different protocol architectures,
and there are as many different types of application
gateways
as there are applications.
The gateway
communicates with each network in its own "language"
and translates between the two.
Some of the more
common
translations
involve
terminal
protocols,
document formats, mail formats, and file formats. ( ... )
In application-level gateways, protocol translation
occurs above the Transport Layer".

Figure 5.3 shows the operational model of an Application
Layer Protocol Translator. An identical scheme could be drawn at
Presentation, Session or Transport
Layers.
The
Protocol
Translator is a host for each interconnected networks because the
protocols that it translates resides only in the hosts, not in
the nodes.
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APPL1
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SESS2
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TR2

TR2

NET1

NET1

NET2

NET2
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PHY1

PHY2

PHY1
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PHY2

su~twork 2
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Figure 5.3: Operational model of an Application Layer Protocol Translater

The functions of a Protocol Translater may not be stated in
a general way because they are application-dependent. This
special-purpose nature is furthermore a major objection to this
interconnection technique. A consequence of this special-purpose
nature is that a Protocol Translater translates between two and
only two protocols.
It means that, if they are N different
protocols to interconnect, and if full connectivity is required,
then the number of Protocol Translators grows with the square of
N (more precisely, N(N-1)/2).
The design and implementation of a
Protocol Translater is thus cost-effective if the number of users
to interconnect is great enough.
This is also called the
"cri tical mass effect", i.e. how many people are reached by the
Protocol Translater [REDB3].

This explains why Protocol Translators are designed for
between applications such as:

use

electronic mail,
virtual terminal,
virtual file,
job transfer and manipulation,
etc.
Further on in this chapter, we will study in more details the
function of a Protocol Translater between two Electronic Mail
systems.
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care must be taken not to confuse the two meanings
Protocol Translater, For example, consider the figure 5.4 .

~

PC

./'

Virtual
Ter11 .

1

PR
Sb
TP.

NET
V:irtu~l
Ter11.

DL

1

PH'I'

PR
SES

TR
NET

DL

PHY

~
PC

Figure 5.4: PCs used as terminals
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It illustrates a network of Personal Computera (PC) and a
mainframe
computer.
The
PCs may be used as individual
workstations or as +.erminals of the mainframe.
In this latter
case, the PCs and the mainframe run a Virtual Terminal Protocol
at the Application Layer. Such a Protocol is often called an
emulator (for example, an IBM3270 emulator). A PC running this
emulator may converse with the mainframe exactly in the same way
as
a
non-intelligent
terminal directly connected to the
mainframe. This emulator is nota Protocol Translater in the
sense that ~ have defined because there is no interconnection of
two networks.
But this emulator is a "hardware
protocol
converter" as defined at the beginning of the chapter, because it
allows a terminal (the PC) to be connected as a simple terminal
of the mainframe. The fact that this is realized via a network
does not change the service provided. This service is the one of
a "hardware protocol converter".

We deplore this confusing terminology but
literature · s and vendor · s confusion.
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5.2

A Protocol Translator between two Electronic Mail Systems

An Electronic Mail system is a typical Application Layer
Protocol.
The fundamental goal of interconnecting two or more
Electronic Mail Systems is to enable users in one system to send
messages to, and receive messages from, users in another. We
call each component mail system a domain. Each domain bas its
own internal protocols and its own services provided toits
users. Domains are interconnected by Protocol Translators.

Whenever a message (or information about a message such as
delivery acknowledgment) crosses a Protocol Translator between
two demains, some problems can arise. These are enumerated by D.
Redell and J. White [REDB3]:
l.

Reconciling system features:
The functions of two mail systems may be different. One may
provide confirmation of message delivery, but others does
not. It may result in i .n consistency of the service provided
in one domain. A solution to this problem is to define the
features of a mail system as being mandatory or optional.
The Protocol Translator have to be able to provide at least
the set of mandatory functions.

2.

Converting between content formats:
This format conversion encompasses two quite different kinds
of transformation.
The first is the conversion from one
representation to another, for example, the conversion from
EBCDIC to ASCII.
The second is the conversion from one
medium to another, for example, the conversion of textual
information from a sequence of characters to a facsimile
image or to voice. The more viable approach to conversion
problem is to define a standard format and to provide in the
Protocol Translator facilities for converting any nonstandard format to or from it . This approach is pursued by
some vendors and standards organizations.

3.

Naming recipients:
Each mail system has its own naming principles.
The ideal
approach for Electronic Mail Systems interconnection would
be to design a new worldwide standard name space, allowing
all users in all systems to be uniformely named. The
practical alternative is to forma single global name space
by simply combining the existing name spaces . It results in
two-parts names, in which the high order part identifies a
domain and the lower order part a name in that domain. But
originators must be able to specify the two-part name of
their recipients.

-
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4.

Maintaining distribution lists:
Distribution lists are an important feature of Electronic
Mail systems. They identify logical groupings of those who
should receive certain sets of messages. The names used to
identify foreign recipients must be acceptable in local
distribution lists.

5.

Crossing political boundaries:
Each domain of a set of interconnected mail systems is
administratively unique.
This may result in some problems
such as accounting between mail systems.

6.

Ensuring message system security:
Users of the mail system must have confidence that the
system will make messages available to their intended
recipients and no others.
Originators must be confident
that others are unable to send forged messages in their
names.
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This second part is a
interconnection realized
Research (CERN), Geneva.
(Flexibly Reconfigurable
Sublayer bridge as defined

description of a practical network
at the European center for Nuclear
This realization is called P'RIGATE
Internet Gat eway).
This is a MACin chapter two.

The first chapter describes the networking environment in
which the Frigate Project is born. It consists of a description
of CERNET, the high-speed packet-switching network of the CERN,
and of Ethernet and IEEE 802.3 Protocols, which are widely used
at CERN. Chapter 7 explains the needs to be satisfied by P'rigate
and specifies the functions to be reali zed. The Frigate Project
has two constituent parts: a hardware part and a software part.
Chapter 8 describes the hardware and the software of Frigate and
the tools available to implement it. The ninth chapter is an
evaluation of the Frigate Project as a whole and an evaluation of
our work in this project, which concerned a software component of
the project.
The last chapter draws the conclusion of this
thesis .

The descriptions of the hardware components and the software
tools contained in this part are not exhaustive. They aim at
giving to the reader a general overview of these subjects.
An
interested reader may refer to the reference manuals (see the
bibliography) for a complete description.
In the same way, our
programming work is fully described in the annex which contains a
programming documentation file produced by the documentation
utility CWEB (see paragraph 8.3).

It should be noted that some CERN internal documents have
been used to describe CERNET and the Frigate Project. They are
not all explicitely cited in the text but a complete list of the
CERN documents used may be found in the bibliography.
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Chapter 6

THE FRIGATE PROJECT ENVIRONMENT

This chapter is a general description of CERNET, the main
network developed at CERN. It is based on a layered modela bit
different from the OSI Reference Model. The layers are described
and their differences from the ISO layers are emphasized. The
protocols of each layer are swmnarized and compared with the X25
protocols.
Because Frigate interconnects many Ethernet or IEEE
802.3 networks, these protocols and their differences
are
reminded.

6.1

CERNET: a High-Speed Packet-Switching Network

6.1.l

Introduction

In 1975, it was decided at CERN to construct a generalpurpose data conununication network to be used for computercomputer conununications.
The first
aim
was
to
provide
communication between minicomputers located on experiment sites
and mainframes at the computer center. The objective was not to
provide centralised recording of raw data but rather to provide
the possibility to send samples of the raw data to the central
computer for analysis on a much shorter timescale than that
obtainable by physical transfer of a magnetic tape.
The
definition of this network, called CERNET, includes general
purpose facilities, such as file access and transfer, remote job
entry and resource sharing .between mainframes. By the end of
1980, CERNET was completely installed with 50 user computers.

CERNET was designed as a packet-switching network.
It is
thus composed of a communication subnetwork and a set of user
computers communicating via the communication subnetwork (see
figure 6.1). It is made of node computers and data-links. User
computers will be called subscribers in the following of this
thesis. There are two categories of subscribers:
Minicomputers located on physic experiment sites. They aim
at communicating one with another and with computers of the
second category of subscribers.
Mainframes computers of the computer center.
They are
called host because they provide computing services to other
subscribers.
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key:

0

•D

nodes of the com municat ion subnetwork
hast computers
norm al subscribers

Figure 6.1: CERNET coll'Œllunication subnetwork and subscribers
This explains why first category subscribers are connected
to one node, whereas host computers are connected to at least two
nodes. This redundancy has been provided to ensure a very highlevel of availability of the conununication subnetwork for such
machines.
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6.1.2

CERNET Layering Model

The developrnent of CERNET was started before the ideas and
standards of ISO and CCITT had been developed. The CERNE'!'
architecture was t h erefore dictated by considerations of hardware
design, software modularity and programrning practice. This has
led to a logically layered structure which can, from certain
points of view, be contrasted with the OSI Reference Model.

User Service Layer
Transport Layer
Oatagram Layer
Datai ink Layer
Physica l Layer

Figure 6.2: CERNET Layering Model

As shown in figure 6.2, the CERNET protocol architecture is
divided in five layers.
As in the OSI Reference Model, each
layer is built on top of the underlying layer.
Each layer
provides a set of services to the higher layer. A layer provides
its services by the use of the services of the lower layer.
But
one major difference with the OSI Reference Model is the
following: In OSI, each layer is irnplemented in one protocol;
There is a one-to-one relation between layers and protocols. In
CERNET, this is not the case because the Datagram and Transport
Layers are implemented in one common protocol. This is due to
the fact that CERNET was developed with protocol modularity
constraints in mind rather than protocol layering. This melting
of two layers in one protocol has two consequences:

The Protocol Data Unit format
headers, one for each layer;

of

this

protocol

has

two

This protocol is not implemented in the same way in
subscriber computers than in node computers because nodes
are not concerned with Transport Layer functions.
These consequences will be explained in details later.
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The Physical Layer is defined by CERN interfaces built for
nodes and subscribers. Asynchronous serial transmission is used
on full-duplex links capable of transmission speeds of several
megabits per second over several kilometers.
The links are
connected to computers via controllers based on the CAMAC
Standard. This allows the same data-link interfaces to be used
for all types of subs_c riber computers, wh ereas these come froa
different manufacturers.

The Datalink Layer is concerned with the coI1U11unication on a
link between two nodes or between a subscriber and anode. It
relies on the exchange of data units called packets.
This
exchange
is
managed
by
the use of control-words .
The
characteristics of this layer are the following:
no connection or multiplexing service,
normal transfer of data with flow control,
sequential delivery guaranteed,
no segmenting or blocking of packets,
error detection and notification,
error recovery by retransmission.

As in the OSI Reference Model, the CERNET architecture
identifies two sublayers in the Datalink Layer.
The Basic
Datalink Sublayer recognizes the basic units from which the
protocol is const ructed (control-words and data packets). It
ensures delimitation of packets and checksum management .
The
second sublayer, the ~ Datalink Sublayer then uses these
basic units to control the data exchange.
It ensures the
acknowledgment, flow control, loss detection and error recovery
functions.

The Datagram Layer corresponds roughly to the OSI Network
Layer, in that it provides an end-to-end service between two
subscribers. Protocol Data Units exchanged at this layer are
called datagrams.
The characteristics of this layer are the
following:
no connection and multiplexing service,
normal transfer of datagrams without flow control,
no segmenting and blocking,
detection and notification of datagram protocol errors,
with no recovery.

-
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The Transport Layer controls the interchange of messages.
It provides all the services required by the OSI Model for a
Connection-Oriented Transport Layer:
-

establishment and release of a connection,
normal transfer of data with flow control in the form of
read-master requests,
acknowledgment of messages,
segmenting of messages into datagrams (and their blocking on
receipt ),
sequencing of datagrams within messages and of messages,
error detection and notification of loss, duplication and
disordering of datagrams ,
no automatic recovery from these errors,
no reset function on logical links.

subscriber

node

User

User

Serv ice

Service

Layer
Transport
Layer

Datagram
Layer
Datai ink

subscriber

Layer
routi ng
l'lanageP'lent

Datagram
La er

Transport

Layer
Datagram

Data iink

Layer
Data i ink

Layer

Layer

Layer

Physica l

Physical

Physical

Layer

Layer

Layer

--~

corrrnunication subnetwor k

Figure 6.3: CERNET Operational Model
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The User Service Layer Protocols are all provided directly
on top of the Transport Layer. Process-to-process communication
is thus performed directly through the Transport Layer, and any
session
control recovery, data formatting, etc ... are the
responsi.bility of the processes involved.
Two protocols are
provided at this layer: a Virtual Terminal Protocol and a File
Access Protocol . This last one performs certain functions which
inherently belong to the various higher layers of the OSI
Reference Model:
-

Session Layer: user identification ;
Presentation Layer: file opening parameters, data type,
record length, ... ;
Application Layer: the file may be written to dise (virtual
file protocol), to the printer or to the job input queue
(job submission protocol) .

-

As shown in figure 6.3, the three lower layers of CERNET are
present in subscri.ber machines and in nodes. But because the
oatagram and Transport Layers are implemented in a single
protocol, there are some differencies in the Datagram Layer
implementation in nodes and in subscri.bers.
In a subscriber
machine, the upper interface of the Datagram Layer is not
accessible, being part of a single module. Within a node, the
services of the Datagram Layer are directly available through a
strictly defined interface. These services are used to provide
functions of rernote access, line management and routing control.

6.1.3

CERNET Protocols

File Access

Virtual Terminal

Protocol

Protocol

User Service Layer

Transport Layer

End-to-end

--

Protocol

Datagram Layer

-Line Protocol

Datalink Layer

-Figure 6 . 4: CERNET Protocols
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Figure 6 . 4 illustrates the protocols of CERNET and their
corresponding layer. As previously explained, a single protocol,
the End- to-end Protocol, provides the functions of the Datagram
and Transport Layers. At the User Service Layer , two protocols
have been defined: the Pile Access Protocol and the Virtual
Access Protocol .

In order to prevent excessive data
storage
in
the
communication subnetwork, a conunon scheme has been adopted in the
design of CERNET Protocols : data should never be sent before i t
is requested [CERNET81].
This is known as the receive-master
scheme, and simpl i fies decisions as to who should store data, set
tirneouts and who should take the initiative in the case of
errors. In a receive-master scheme, the slave - i . e . the sender
- has to follow the guidance of the master - i.e. the receiver .

The CERNET Protocols are the following:
The
The
The
The

6 . 1.3 . l

Line Protocol ,
End-to-end Protocol,
File Access Protocol ,
Virtual Terminal Protocol.

The Line Protocol

The Line Protocol is the Datalink Layer Protocol.
It is
des i gned to ensure the safe delivery of data from one node toits
neighbour or frorn a subscriber to a node .
This i mplies that
correct delivery is reported to higher layer protocol only if the
data arrives error-free. The Line Protocol is full-àuplex and
provides
flow-control, errer checking and recovery by the
exchange of control-words and data .

There are two main differences between the Line Protocol and
the Datalink Laye r of X25 (LAP-B) :
The absence of encapsulation of the data from the higher
layer with a header and a trailer . Protocol Data Units
manipulated by the Line Protocol are thus the datagrams of
the upper layer protocol. The only "trailer" added by the
Line Protocol is the Cyclic Redundancy Checksum (CRC) .
For
this reason, what we call a "packet" in the Line Protocol is
a "datagram" of the End-to-end Protocol plus a CRC.
The use of control-words to exchange all the control
information between the transmitter and the receiver. This
is a logical consequence of the absence of specific header
in the Line Protocol. In LAP-B, this header contains all
the control information which is here sent separately before
or after data transmission. Because of the receive-master
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scheme, control words sent by the receiver are not the same
than those sent by the transmitter.
The receiver may
acknowledge a transfer, indicate an error or authorize a
packet transfer. The transmitter may acknowledge a transfer
authorization.

Another consequence of the absence of Line Protocol header
is that the length of a packet must be given to the receiver
before the packet would be sent.
This allows the receiver
interface to cal culate the CRC during the packet arrival and to
check it immediately after.
The control-word containing the
length of a packet is called a wordcount. Figure 6.5 is an·
example of the working of the Line Protocol.

Receiver

Transmitter
RWC
WCT

RDA
DATA (=packet + crc) ______

ACK

Figure 6.5: Example of a simple data transfer

Because of the receive-master scheme, the receiver initiates
the transmission by sending a "Ready for wordcount" (RWC). If
the transmitter has a packet to transmit, it sends a wordcount
containing the length of this packet. The receiver acknowledges
the wordcount and asks for the packet by sending a "Ready for
data" (RDA).
The packet and its CRC are then sent by the
transrnitter. When the transfer is complete and if no error bits
are present, the receiver sends an "Acknowledge" (ACK). If there
have been error bits, it would have sent an "Error Indication"
(ERR) control-word.
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Additionally, timeouts are set up to prevent loss of data
or control-words or to prevent protocol errors. Flow control is
possible for the receiver by speeding up or slowing down the
sending of wordcount and dat a acknowledgment s . An upgrading of
this simple and robust scheme is the possibili ty of combining
many control-words in one specifying multiple informations . The
meaning of a bit in a control-word depends only on its position
in the word.
This allows t he combination of multiple controlwords with a logical OR and their sending in one control-word to
accelerate the transmission .

6.1.3.2

The End-to-end Protocol

The End-to-end Protocol covers the Datagram and Transport
Layers. It manages the conununication between two subscribers and
provides for the propagation of a packet across the communication
subnetwork.
The software implementing this protocol is called
the Transport Manager (TM). The upper interface of this protocol
is accessibie t o the user. The Protocol Data Unit used at this
upper interface is the message. A user may ask to the End-to-end
Protocol to send a message of whatever size .
Inside the
protocol, a message is sent via one or more datagrams .
A
Transport Manager is identified by a Transport Manager Address
(or CERNET Address) . CERNET addressing and routing are studied
in the paragraph 6.1.4.

In a simila~ way to that in which the Line Protocol uses
control-words, the End-to-end Protocol relies on the exchange of
special control packets. But the difference is that control
information and data can both travel in the same dat agram, which
is not the case is the Line Protocol .
Figure 6 . 6 shows the
format of a datagram. Because the End-to-end Protocol covers two
layers, there are two different headers is a datagram. The
routing header corresponds to the oatagram Layer and the protocol
header to the Transport Layer .

The routing header contains the full size of the datagram,
the source and destination addresses and a routing facilities
field.
The protocol header contains the link number at source and
destination side.
As in t he X25 Network Layer Protocol, link
numbers may be different for the source and for the destination.
But in the End-to-end Protocol, the two link numbers are present
in each datagram crossing the logical link .
The Datatype field indicates t hat the data of this datagram is
the last data of a message.
The control type field indicat es that the rest of the protocol
header is to be interpreted as control or status information.
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word

byte D

byte 1

0

Oatagram Size
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12
..__

-

Area

Message Body

Figure 6.6: A datagram of the End-to-end Protocol

A window mecanism is used to provide flow control following
the receive-master scheme. An important difference with X25 is
that it is not the datagra.ms which are cyclically numbered, but
rather the messages.
The receiver indicates to the sender the
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range of message nurnbers that it will accept .
The sender must
acknowledge this window information, and can send, in correct
sequence, the messages whose nurnbers have been authorized in this
way.
The receiving Transport Manager checks the sequencing of
messages as they arrive. The sixth word of a datagram contains
the lower and upper window bounds.

The following word contains sequencing information.
A
message can be segmented for transmission, so that each fragment
(or segment) can fit into a single datagram. Thus, the message
sequence number is the same for all the datagrams of a single
message. The fragment number identifies each datagram (i.e. each
fragment) of a message.
The receiving Transport Manager will
check the fragment sequencing and reassemble the complete message
before passing it to the higher layer. But the absence of upper
limit to the message size implies that buffer shortage can occur.
This problem is avoided by giving to the upper layer the buffer
allocation responsibility, as well for sending than for receiving
of messages.
The eighth word contains some error notification information and
the last word of t he protocol header is always zero.

Additionally to these features, the interface with the next
higher layer provides the capability of splitting the data of a
datagram into two parts: header and body.
This simplifies the
task of the ent ities at the higher layer, for whom the header
will embody its protocol header and the data will carry the
"transparent data".
But such an interface definition does not
respect the ISO layering principle which recommends full data
tra.nsparency between two consecutive layers. The Data Area of a
datagram thus contains a message header length field,
a message
header field and a message body field.

Other differences between the End-to-end Protocol and X25
are the absence of resetting or restarting of a link and the
absence of expedited data. Multiplexing between the Transport
Layer and the Datagram Layer is not relevant because of the
connectionless characteristic of the Datagram Layer.

These differences are essentially due to the fact that
CERNET was designed before the X25 recommendation and to the
different requirements between private and public networks.
The
management of a link status, although useful, is less essential
on a private network where a user is much more a part of the
entire network. In the same way, the connection service is less
essential because there is no accounting and billing, and because
confidentiality between users is less crucial [NGN34].
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6.1.3.3

The File Access Protocol

The File Access Protocol is the first protocol of the User
Service Layer. It allows remote a c cess to file services between
computers of different types. In particular, it permits that the
host computers offer ~ service by which any subscriber can access
to the host · s file base in a cons i stent manner .
The main
characteristic of the File Access Protocol is that it is an
asyrnmetrical protocol. The hosts of the computer center run the
full protocol and provide access to their files, whereas other
subscribers - i . e. minicomputers on experiment sites run only
the part of the protocol giving them access to the files of the
host computers. These subscribers do not provide access to their
own files.
Figure 6.7 illustrates the asymmetry of the File
Access Protocol. To provide t he full protocol, host computers
run two modules:
The File Manager (FM) that manages the access to the
file base.

host·s

The File User Interface Package (FUIP) which is a set of
routines interfacing with the File Manager and allowing all
facilities of a system file (open, close, read, write, ... ) .
To have access to the files o f a host, a subscriber has
implement a File User Interface Package .

subscr ibers

FUIP

only

FUIP

FM

FM

FUIP

FUIP

host
subscr ibers

Figure 6.7: The asymmetry of the File Access Protocol
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The facilities provided by the File Access Protocol are
following [NPN04] :

the

l.

connection
access to a file is performed on a
The
On any
between an FUIP and a host FM .
established
connection to a PM there can only be a single open file at
any time. This restrict ion greatly simplifies the protocol .

2.

The protocol allows a subscriber to perform a sequence
basic operations on a file : open, read, write, close.

of

3.

Sequential, partitionned and random access files
accessed, if supported by the host File Manager .

be

4 .

The protocol recognizes many
blocked, binary unblocked , etc.

5.

At any one time, a file can be used only for input or only
for output (exception in the case of random access files).

6.

The protocol provides for passing account and authorization
information to the host file manager when accessing a file.

data

types:

text,

can

binary

The user
can
choose
between
two
speed/reliability
compromises depending on the opening mode. In normal mode, the
File Manager performs full handshaking with the host file system.
The status of each operation is available, which allows the
subscriber to work exactly as if the file was on its machine . In
accelerated mode, there is no handshaking and no flow control.
In case of problem, a simple closing message with an error code
is sent to the user .

In practice, the File Access Protocol has been almost
exclus i vely used to write programs for the transfer of complete
files between hosts and subscribers. I t s use has shown that high
data rates can be achieved [CERNET81].
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6.1.3.4

The Virtual Terminal Protocol

The Virtual Terminal Protocol is the second protocol of the
User Service Layer. It has been developed when it became apparent
that a requirement existed to communicate, via CERNET, between
terminals attached t _o minicomputers subscribers and the terminal
system of the large host computers .

The Virtual Terminal Protocol (VTP) is the set of rules for
the process-to-process communication which drives a Virtual
Terminal (VT), where one process is the host computer terminal
system and the other process is a program in the subscriber
machine which is driving the user · s real terminal.
The Virtual
Terminal is an imaginary device which provides a standard
representation of a canonical terminal. The task of the remote
prograrn driving t he real terminal is to map the VT onto the real
terminal following its characteristics.
[CERNET8i].

The protocol is simple, easy to implement and efficient in
CERNET link usage. It is symmetrical because there is no concept
of sender and receiver. Processes exchange messages built up
with items chosen in a list of valid items. The symmetry also
cornes from the fact that these lists are identical for the two
processes.
Figure 6.8 shows a message composed of four items
[NPN78). Each item is made up of an item code field followed by
a length field and a variable length parameter field. This
message will screen the text "this is text" followed by a
carriage return and a bell . The fourth item indicates the end of
the message. This message structure permits the program driving
the real terminal to process messages in a data driven way,
without the need to inspect each character of a text string.

(text)

12

•ite" code•• lenath••

•

field

(cr)

th is is text

field

paraPleter

(be Il )

D

D

(eom)

•

field

••
item 1

D

item 2

•
item 3

Figure 6.8: A four-item message
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Two communication modes are defined . The Alternate Mode
(half duplex) is basically that only one partner is allowed to
transmit at any given time. The Free Ru n ning Mode (full duplex)
allows either party to send messages when they wish, subject to
flow control rules performed with flow control items .

6.1.4

CERNET addressing scheme and routing

The CERNET addressing scheme is involved in the End-to-end
Protocol.
A CERNET Address (also called a Transport Manager
Address) is not the address of a physical subscril::>er machine, but
rather the address of a Transport Manager running on a subscriber
machine. This al l ows possible multiple TM on a single machine.

A CERNET Address is a 16-bit quantity, as illustrated by the
figure 6.9.
The least significant byte represents the relevant
Transport Manager in the
subscriber
machine.
The
most
significant byte is structured in two 4-bit values: region and
machine. This scheme simplifies the naming of the various
subscril::>er machines .

0

7 8

3 4

region

I

machine

1

15

TM

F i gure 6 . 9: CERNET Address Format

The routing of a packet towards its destination is done by
the communication subnetwork, examining only the most significant
byte of the CERNET Address. In CERNET, the routing is [NPN69]:
semi-static, because packets paths are fixed in the absence
of network topology changes. Thus, paths are not modified
due to loading modifications inside the
communication
subnetwork ;
decentralised, because the routing tables are updated
diffusion process with no central control.
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Every node contains a distance table and a best link table.
The distance between two subscri.bers is measured in the number of
links traversed. The distance table is a collection of triplets
(link, destination, distance) giving for each link of this node
all the reachable destination and the distance associated.
The
best link table gives for each destination the link of the
shortest distance.
Each node continually updates these two
tables following every change in the state of the link (open,
close). In addition, it diffuses each updating toits neighbour
nodes, allowing them to update their tables.
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6.2

The Ethernet and IEEE 802 . 3 Protocols

As introduced in the first chapter, Ethernet and IEEE 802.3
are two nearly identical prot ocols. Ethernet has been published
in 1980 by three COIIDllercial manufacturers: Digital Equipment
Corp. , Intel Corp. and Xerox Corp . It is designed for a singlechannel baseband transmission on a coaxial cable in a bus
topology. In 1982, it was adopted by the ECMA (European Computer
Manufacturer Association) and by the IEEE in a global Local Area
Network project known as the IEEE 802 Project. Figure 1 . 4 of
chapter one illustrates the components of this project. Ethernet
was adopted under the reference 802.3. This section describes
briefly the princ i ples of the Ethernet Protocol and explains the
differences between the original Ethernet and the actual 802.3
Standard.

6 . 2.l

The CSMA/CD technique

Ethernet is a contention-based random access procedure .
This allows any station connected to the bus to transmit its
message at any given time. This freedom implies the possibility
of collisions .
The random access sheme adopted to reduce the
probability of col lisions is CSMA/CD: Carrier Sense Multiple
Access with Collision Detection. It is based on two rules :
1.

Listen before talking: If the channel is idle, the sender
transmits its message. If the channel is busy, the sender
waits (or backs off) before attempting to transmit.

2.

Listen while talking: If a collision is detected, the
station aborts its transmission and waits a certain period
of time before attempting to retransmit.

This backoff delay is a random multiple of the round-trip
propagation delay , often called slot time. To avoid accumulation
of retransmissions, this interval is adaptively adjusted to the
actual traffic load (binary exponential backoff algorithm).
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6.2.2

Frame format

As previously explained, Ethernet and IEEE 802.3 are Medium
Access Control (MAC) Sublayer Protocols. The protocol data units
exchanged at this sublayer are called frames.
Figure 6.10
illustrates the formats of an Ethernet frame and of an IEEE 802.3
frame.
The preamble allows the physical interface to reach its ready
state.
Ethernet defines a two-bit synchronisation field whereas IEEE
802.3 defines a eight-bit start frame delimiter. But this
definition difference does not result in any difference in the
first 64-bits values, as we can see on the figure 6.10

preamble

sync

dest
addr

./ ,'.· '..,./'
source ,·_. ..,~>,·_;·' _
>< type >·::
addr ...... .-.·· ..- ...·
·

1010 ... 1010 1 1
,/ ,,/
2 bits 6 bytes 6 bytes 2 bytes
62 bits
•

,•

fcs

data

,•

46-1500 bytes 4 bytes

(a) Ethernet Frame Format

preamble

dest
1010 .. ,10 10101011 addr
56 bits

1

sfd

8 bits

1

source
addr

i :\if~9:;:~:}

6 bytes 6 bytes 2 bytes

data

pad

fcs

0-1500

0-46

4

bytes

bytes bytes

(b) 11 IE 802 .3 Frame Format
Figure 6.10: Ethernet and IEEE 802.3 frame format
Destination and source addresses are 48-bit
destination address may be [ETH82] [IEEE802.3]:

values.

The

-

individual address: the address associated with a particular
station on the network;

-

multicast-group address: an address associated by higherlayer
conventions
with a group of logically related
stations. In this case the first bit of the address has the
value l;

-

broadcast address: a distinguishable, predefined multicast
address which always denotes the set of all stations on a
given Local Area Network (on a given coaxial cable). In this
case, the destination address field contains all 1·s.

-
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Ethernet defines a ~ field as a two-bytes value reserved
for use by higher layers. The type fie l d is uninterpreted at the
MAC Sublayer. Because this upper layer dependence violates the
0SI layering principle, the IEEE 802.3 Standard defines, at the
same place in the frame, a length field whose value indicates the
number of data bytes in the frame data field.
The data field must be at least 46-J::>yte length in an Ethernet
frame, whereas 802.3 permits a smaller data field size and adds,
in this case, a pad field to reach the minimum 46-byte size.
The Frame Check Sequence field contains a
4-byte
cyclic
redundancy checksum (CRC) value computed as a function of the
contents of the source, destination, type (or length) and data
fields.
The encoding is defined by the same polynomial in the
two standards.

The difference in the type/length field will
be
of
particular importance in the Frigate software design, due to the
existence of both Ethernet and IEEE 802.3 Local Area Networks on
the CERN site.
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6 . 2.3

The physical interface

Ethernet and IEEE 802 . 3 standards define the electrical and
physical interface between a station and the coaxial cable. The
only important thing to remind is that the physical device which
is connected directly on the coaxial cable is a transceiver (see
figure 6 . 11). It serialises/deserialises groups of eigth bits
going to/coming from the Ethernet cable. Between the transceiver
and the user machine, a parallel multi-wire cable is used .
Additionally to the data, the transceiver transmits to the user
free,
station informations such as : channel busy, channel
collision detected, . .. .

CO axial
ca bl e

us er stat ion

Lterfacl

para i lei

transceiver
t r ansmiss ion
se r i al
t ran sm issi on

Figure 6.11: Ethernet and IEEE 802.3 physical interface
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Chapter 7

FRIGATE PROJECT DESCRIPTION

This chapter describes the Frigate Project from a functional
point of view . The needs leading to the adoption of the Frigate
Project are explained. The services initially defined in the
Frigate Project are enumerated. Sorne of thern have been reviewed
since the adoption of the Project. The basic service providing
network interconnection, the AID (Automatic Internet Datagram),
is then fully described and specified.

In the following of this thesis, the term "segment" will be
used to designate an Ethernet or IEEE 802.3 Local Area Network.
This is due to the presence at CERN of multiple such LANS.
The
term
"segment"
rerninds the piece of coaxial cable which
physically represents the LAN .
A "segment" is one of the
Ethernet or IEEE 802.3 LANS installed on the CERN site. In the
sarne way, the terrn "station" is used to represent a (generally
intelligent) device connected to a segment.

7.1

Introduction

In 1982, a need was expressed by many users at CERN for an
efficient and cheap way of connecting minicomputers to CERNET.
Futherrnore, the trend towards personal computers, workstations
and
other
rnicroprocessor-based
systems
has
led to the
installation of a large number of machines that cannot easily
connect to CERNET because of the cost this would involve in
hardware and software development. The ernergence of Local Area
Networks such as Ethernet promised a commercially available set
of products for such machines.

In 1983, a general reassessment of computing facilities for
CERN was carried out. One reconunendation emerging of this work
was that connectivity should be provided for all users of network
services within the CERN. Following this reconunendation, it was
decided to promote the installation of Ethernet LANs and to
design a gateway called FRIGATE: Flexibly Reconfigurable Internet
Gateway.
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N""'

CERNET
commun icat ion
subnet wor k

0

key: -

Ethernet segment
0

8
(v

Ethernet stat ion
Frigate Box
CERNET node

Figure 7.1: The Frigate Interconnection Project

The overall requirement of the Frigate Project was to
provide an integrated set of services to all networking users
within the CERN conununity. This would initially covers users
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conne c ted to CERNET or to LANs supported at CERN . Users of these
LANs will be offered the sarne service functions as are available
to CERNET subscribers.
In addition, services to interconnect
LANs is also provided. The first version of Frigate connects
Ethernet segments to CERNET, as shown in figure 7.1. Further
versions will be needed when other LANs are officially adopted at
Cl::RN or when a new "back.bene" network starts to replace CERNET.
All the services provided by Frigate run on special-purpose
hardware , called the Frigate Box.
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7.2

Frig a t e s ervices

'l'he .1-'rigate Project provides a set of internetworking
services in a flexible and open-ended manner [FRIG-P2]. Each
service has been given a simple mnemonic name, to ensure easy
identification.
As the first LAN to be supported by Frigate is
Ethernet, the descriptions are given relative to this technology ,
although the design will be general.

The first se r vice offered is the Automatic Internet Datagram
(AID) service. It allows all the Ethernet segments connected to
th i s service to appear and operate as a single, homogeneous
Ethernet .
This transparent service is in tact the MAC-Sublayer
bridging service defined in the chapter two. MAC frames emitted
in one segment and addressed to a station located on another
s e gme nt are f o rwarded from source to destination segment, in a
tr ansparent way for the users (see figure 7.I). This service
will be s t udied in the rest of this thesis .

In add i tion, some CERNET subscribers need to use their
CERNET s o ftware even when t h ey are connected only to an Ethernet
s e gmen t . The M~nù qer-AID (MAID) service is provided to map CERNET
a nd Eth er ne t
addresses into each other. In this way, CERNET
•r ra nspo rt Ma nagers running on machines connected to CERNET or to
an
Et h e rnet can interwork tranparently . This service could be
hu ilt on t o p of the AID service , but it is presently implemented
j n a CERNET node .

This service consists of catching CERNET datagrams whom
destination address designates a Transport Manager running on a
ma c h i ne connected to an Ethernet segment. This datagram is then
f o rwa rded to the appropriate segment, via the Frigate Box.

The Fil~ -AID (FAID) service provides the same service as the
File Ac cess Protocol on CERNET.
It allows Ethernet users to
a c cess , via a simple protocol, to the file bases of any mainframe
c omp uter c o nnected to CERNET and running a File Manager. The
Frigate Box operates as a server offering CERNET File Manager
fa c ilities to Ethernet users.
This service is presently on
in st allat ion on t h e Frigate Boxes.

Long e r-term plans also included using a Frigate Box on which
the Et hernet side is replaced by an X25 one, in order to provide
an X25 "envelope " to CERNET users. This would allow CERNET to
provide X25 network support . This service would be narned X-AID.
Il has been abandonned due to the large choice of X25 commercial
products.
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The Automatic Internet Datagram Service

7.3

The AID service provides forwarding of MAC frames between
two Ethernet segments in a transparent way . It is the set of all
Frigate Boxes which provides this service, net only one Frigate
Box.
The use of CERNET is internal t o the MAC-Sublayer bridging
service, because AID does not allow an Ethernet station to
communicate with a CERNET subscri.ber. The use of CERNET is fully
transparent for two communicat ing remote Ethernet stations.

7.3.l

AID operation

Let us suppose that station A on segment l sends a frame to
station Bon segment 2 (see figure 7.2). The destination address
of the frame contains the MAC address of station B. The Ethernet
interface of the Frigate Box #1 receives this frame, because it
works in promiscuous mode. It sees t h at the destination station
of this frame is not located on segment land builds a CERNET
datagram which contains the MAC frame. Because Frigate Boxes are
connected to CERNET as normal subscril>ers, the Frigate #1 have to
find the CERNET address of the Frigate Box which is connected to
segment 2, i.e. the Frigate Box #2. This mapping is done via
addresses tables. The CERNET datagram is sent to this address.
On reception of the datagram, the Frigate #2 extracts from it all
the information necessary to rebuild the MAC frame, which is then
sent on the segment via the Ethernet interface of the Frigate Box
#2. The station B thus receives the frame exactly as if the
source station was on segment #2.

7.3 . 2

AID functions

To provide the service descril>ed
functions have to be performed:

above,

the

following

interfacing with Ethernet and CERNET networks. The Ethernet
interface must work in a promiscuous mode to receive all
frames generated on the segment.
Frigate interfaces with
CERNET as a normal subscril>er.
It thus runs the Line
Protocol and the End-te-end protocol (Transport Manager) .
buffering on input and output in each Frigate Box. Ethernet
input buffering must deal with peak traffic; output Ethernet
buffering waits for the freeing of the channel.
CERNE'!'
input and output buffering is necessary because processing
time of bridging function is not negligil>le.
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Figure 7.2: The AID service Operational Model

filtering of incoming
Ethernet frames.
Frames
whom
destination address is known to be local to the segment are
discarded by the Frigate.
-

segment identification and routing between segments.
The
first step is the ability to map any Ethernet address onto
the CERNET address of the Frigate connected to the segment
on which this address is located.
The second step is
automatically performed
by
the
CERNET
communication
subnetwork.

The CERNET address of the Frigate Box connected to a segment will
be used as segment identifier.

An additional problem arise from broadcast and multicast
frames,
i.e. frames with a destination address designating a set
of all the stations. The Frigate must be able to forward such a
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frame to all the other segments.
increase the CERNET usage .

7.3.3

This problem will considerably

The addresses mapping function of Prigate

From the functions listed above, the most important is the
addresses mapping because this is necessary to perform Ethernet
input filtering and switching to the appropriate Frigate Box.

In order to be able to filter Ethernet frames, it is
necessary to obtain the correspondence between the address of a
station and its segment ident i fier (i . e. the CERNET address of
the Frigate connected to this segment). Segment identifiers are
thus 16-bit values (see 7.1.4).

Because of the international agreement on the IEEE 802
Project, the MAC address of each individual piece of equipment is
represented by one, unique 48 - bit value, whatever the 802 KAC
Protocol is used.
It means that every Ethernet station around
the world has a different MAC-address. It is obviously true for
all the Ethernet stations on the CERN site.

7.3.3.1

The BISE-table

Each Prigate maintains a MAC address table of up to N
entries (where N is the maximum number of possible stations on
all the interconnected segment s) . As shown in the figure 7.3
each entry in the MAC table is 64-bit wide, being composed of a
48-bit field, to accomodate a full MAC address, and a 16-bit
field, to accomodate a segment identifier. An entry in this
table gives the MAC address of a station and the corresponding
segment identifier to which this station is attached. Because
there is usually many stations on a segment, the same segment
identifier appears in more t han one MAC table entry. The table
is ordered increasingly on the MAC addresses.
A binary search
routine called BISE (Binary Search Engine) is used to access the
MAC table, which is also called the BISE-table.
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MAC address
0

segment identifier
47 48 49

63

m

N

1

1

.

indicat or bi t

Figure 7.3: The MAC (or BISE) table

Additionally , segment identifier fields of some entries in
the BISE table may have special meaning. In this case, the
leftmost bit of the segment identifier field contains the value
"1" (otherwise it is always zero). This "indicator bit" set to
one means that the field does not hold the actual segment
identifier, but rather a special segment information (see below,
paragraph 7.3.5).

7.3.3.2

The BISE table maintenance

The information that can be used to update the BISE table is
available from two places:
1.

Frames generated by stations on the Ethernet segment: The
source MAC address of these frames indicates which addresses
are located on the local segment.

2.

Datagrams from CERNET: They contains a CERNET source address
which is the source segment identifier - and a source MAC
address. The combination of these two informations informs
the destination Prigate a.bout remote addresses.

With this information, it is clear that not all Prigate Boxes
will contain identical BISE tables . Each Prigate will know a.bout
its local addresses which have
been
active,
all
their
correspondents, and all sources that had to broadcast (because
broadcast frames are forwarded to all other segments). The BISE
table is thus dynamically created and updated.
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It seems important to emphasize that an Ethernet station
becomes known for a Frigate Box when a frame addressed to or
coming from this station crosses the Frigate. It is the only way
by which a new entry is inserted in a BISE table; There is ~
procedure for expanding ~ BISE table knowledge from one Frigate
to anot her.
We will see in the following that this dynamic
address knowledge scheme has advantages and disadvantages. Every
time a frame crosses a Frigate - in whatever direction - it
checks the source and destination addresses for the case where a
"known" station may have moved from one segment to another.

7 . 3.4

Data and header manipulation

In the AID operation paragraph (7 . 3.l), we have explained
that a Frigate Box builds a CERNET datagram with an Ethernet
frame addressed to a remote station. This paragraph explains how
this building is made and why some choices have been made .

The most obvious approach would have been to
simply
encapsulate the entire Ethernet frame in a CERNET datagram and to
forward it into CERNET. It was rather decided to carry the LAN
data by means of the ISO Connectionless Network Service ISO/IS
8473. This is the protocol explained in chapter four as the
Internetwork Protocol of ISO . This choice has two reasons:
The general reassessment of computing carried out at CERN in
1983 recommends that CERN protocols have to evolve towards
ISO protocols.
The Frigate Project must be flexible.
The replacement of
any
interface,
Ethernet
or
CERNET,
must
be
as
straightforward as possible. And the replacement of CERNET
by a new site-wide "baclcbone" network is planned for the
next coming years.

Thus, the Ethernet frame is preceded by an IEEE 802.2 LLCl
header and then used to build an ISO 8473 Protocol Data Unit
which is encapsulated in a CERNET datagram. The format of an ISO
8473 Protocol Data Unit is explained in details in the chapter
four and illustrated in the figure 4.8. Figure 7.4 illustrates
the "step up" performed in a source Frigate in order to send
across CERNET and the corresponding "step down" on reception of
the CERNET datagram, whereas the Frigates communicate with the
segments at the MAC-Sublayer.
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Layers

Layers
CERNET ISO

ISO CERNET
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8473
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MAC
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1

... 1
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.....

LLC
MAC

2
1

1
destination Frigate

source Frigate

Figure 7.4: MAC to Network Layer conversion
This choice has an important consequence. Because the data
part of the ISO 8473 Protocol Data Unit carries only the data
part of the Ethernet frame, the information from the Ethernet
Header is copied in the 8473 Internet header. This process is
illustrated in the figure 7.5 for a conversion from Ethernet to
CERNET.

from Ethernet

EU1ernet
header

8473 Internet LLC1
header
header

CERNET
header

8473 Internet LLC1
~1eader
header

Ethernet data

Ethernet data

to CERNET

Ethernet data

Figure 7.5: Header manipulations in Frigate

The presence of the LLCl header is used to recognizes the
datagrams addressed to the AID service than those addressed to
other services running on the Frigate Box and than management
datagrams between Frigates ( FRIG-P12]. Each AID of each Frigate
is given a 8-bit LLC address. This address is used to fill the
Destination and Source Address Fields of the LLCl header.
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The ISO 04·13 Internet header is built in the following way.
'I'he Fixed Part of the Internet header is left to zero except the
PDU length. In the Address Part, the address fields are used to
carry the 6-bytes MAC address plus an extra two bytes that are
used differently for source and destination addresses.
To the
destination address are affixed the two "type" (or length in
802.3) bytes that directly follow the 12 address bytes in the
Ethernet header.
The source address is suffixed with two bytes
which are the source segment identifier. These are set by the
source F'rigate for use by the destination Frigate to update its
BISE tahle. •rhis process is illustrated in the figure 7. 6, which
repn.• sent s a full CERNET datagram as generated by a Frigate. The
Ethernet Data Partis copied into the ISO 8473 Data Part, after
the LLC-1 heùder .

Lel us remark that the source Frame Check Sequence is not
transported across CERNET. This is a non-negligible restriction
to the transparency of the MAC-Sublayer bridging service.
For
full end-to-end transparency (and for maximum end-to-end error
d~tection) i t would be desirable to transport and reissue the
checksum exactly as it was in the source frame received by the
Frigate. 1'his is not currently done, although the hardware would
allow it.
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Figure 7 . 6: A full Frigate CERNET datagram
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7.3.5

The broadcasting problem

The BISE table as described above is very easy to use when
the destination address of a frame is found in the table. The
segment identifier
corresponding
to
a
MAC
address
is
automatically given in the table. When the search into the BISE
table reveals an unknown address the only solution is to
broadcast this frame,
i.e. to forward it to all the other
segments. When this happens, a oew entry is created in the BISE
table for this unknown MAC address, the segment identifier field
of this new entry having its indicator
bit set to l.
This
broadcasting princ iple relies on the supposition that the unknown
sta t ion to which the frame is addressed will necessarily reply.
This reply frame, when arriving to the source Frigate will
indicate the segmen t idP.ntifier on which the unknown station is
l oc a l ed.

But this scheme has one major problem if the addressed
s t atjon does not exist or does not reply. In practice, the
source station will retry a certain number of times before
abandoning.
Each of these retries will be broadcast and will
g e nerate a number of Internet datagrams equal to the number of
segments connected to the AID service (i.e. the number of Frigate
BoxP s ). If the source station retries every second during 30
second s , it will result in an inacceptable overloading in CERNET
u s age and in Frigate software processing.

l~is problern is solved in the following way: when the search
in the BISE table reveals totally unknown address, the frame is
br o adcasl and an entry is made in the table, corresponding to the
MAC address. The in~icator bit of the new segment identifier is
sel, indicating that sending for this destination should now be
b l ncken.
The rernainder of this field contains the time at which
lhi s "blo ck" may be rernoved . Any further retry attempted before
the block-delay is elapsed will be ignored. If the delay is
elapsed, the request is broadcast, and a new block-delay inserted
in
this field.
The "block" is, of course, automatically
overwritten when a reply from the previoulsy unknown destination
arrives.

The procedure of multicast frame forwarding is designed for
addressed stations which respond.
It is ineffective in the case
of communication protocols which are unacknowledged at all
layers.
Luckily, this is not the case for any of the protocols
running on the CERN site.
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7.3.6

Frigate basic logic

Having explained the functions of the AID service and its
m~in features, we may now define the basic logic of Frigate
[FRIG-Pl5] [FRIG-S&].

7.3.6.l

1.

2.

Frame received from the Ethernet segment

Check the BISE table for source address:
(a)

If the source address is unknown, create a new entry in
the table with the segment identifier field containing
the CERNET address of the Frigate. It indicates that
this address is local , i.e. that this address can be
accessed through this Frigate .

(b)

If the source address is found in the BISE table,
ensure that it is known as local. If this is not the
case, that means that this address was on another
segment and has changea of location to become local to
this segment.
Update its entry in the table to
indicate its new segment identifier.

Che c k the destination address :
(a)

If it is a broadcast or multicast address (i.e. that
designates a set of destinations), checking the BISE
table is not necessary. The frame has to be forwarded
t o all other Frigates.

( b)

Otherwise,
address:

check

the

BISE

table

for

destination

If this address is not found in the table,
it is
unknown.
A new entry is to be created for this
address and it is to be "blocked" with the
indicator bit set and a time-stamp in the rest of
the segment identifier field. The frame is then
broadcasteJ to all other Frigates (It is the only
way to be sure that the destination will receive
the frame) .
If the destination address is found in the BISE
table, check the segment identifier field of this
entry:

*

indicator
bit is not set, the
If the
destination address may be:
local (i . e. on the same segment than the
source).
In this case, the frame is
discarded.
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remote : The frame is forwarded
appropriate Frigate Box.

*

7.3.6.2

to

the

Otherwise, the
indicator
bit
is
set,
indicating that this address is unknown and
has already been requested:
if the time-delay has elapsed, reset the
time-stamp and broadcast the frame,
otherwise, discard the frame.

Datagram received from CERNET

The source Ethernet address contained in the source address
field of the Internet header is known to reside on the segment
wh om segment identifier is given in the same field.
For each
dalagram, check its Ethernet source address:
(a)

If il is known in the BISE table, ensure that it matches
with the source segment identifier given in the Internet
header.

(b)

If it is known and if the indicator bit is set, overwrite
the segment identifier given in the Internet header. This
action "unblocks" that Ethernet address.

(c)

If it is unknown, create a new entry and fill it with
source Ethernet address and its segment identifier.

the

1~Pn, create an Ethernet frame and send it on the segment.
'l'here is thus no checking of the Ethernet destination address on
incoming CERNET datagrams.
It would be possible to make use of
this address to reduce, in rare cases, the load on the receiving
segment, i.e. check the BISE table and not issue a frame whose
destination address is known to be non-local.
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Chapter 8

THE IMPLEMENTATION

This chapter describes the Frigate Project as it
is
j_mplemented.
This implementation has two constituent parts: a
hardware part and a software part. The hardware partis made of
a CERNET interface, a Motorola M68000 processor and its memory,
and an Ethernet interface.
ln the software part, we first
describe the real-time multitasking operating system RMS68K
running on the processor and then the program architecture. Each
software module is specified and the interface between the
operating system and the modules,
and between modules, are
defined and explained.

8.1

The Frigat.e Hardware

Because the Frigate Project is very specialized,
it needs
specialized hardware.
lt would be impossible to develop such a
project on any commercially available microcomputer.
Satisfying
performances are a prerequisite to Frigate development because a
too long delay in MAC frames forwarding will prevent higher
layers to run. The time between frame sending and receiving may
not be higher than the maximum propagation/transit delay time
allowing timers in higher layers not to be modified. ISO
recommends an upper bound of five seconds. The analysis of all
IEEE 802 MAC Technologies leading to the choose of this upper
bound may be found in [IS03751) .

As shown in the figure 8.1, the Frigate Box is based on, as
far as possible, commercially available modules. It is built on
a VME Bus, which is the CERN
recommended
standard
for
microprocessor-based applications.
The Frigate is essentially
composed of three modules: interfaces to each of the networks,
plus a processor and memory module.

The VME bus has been chosen for its technical excellence
allowing few boards with very powerful computing power and logic
onboard and for the multi-master scheme governing the bus.

The CERNE'!' interface module was, of necessity,
fully
developed at CERN. It provides all the functions necessary for
the CERNET Basic Datalink Sublayer. It is fully compatible with
the interfaces in the CERNET subscriber machines and in the nodes
[FRIG-H3].
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Figure 8.1: The Frigate Box Hardware

The processor is the well-known 16/32-bit Motorola M6BOOO
[HbBOOO].
This
choice has been made in line with CERN
recommendations. It is installed on a CPU2B card marketed by
Force Computers Ltd. This card also supports 256 Kbytes of RAM
memory and 32 Kbytes of EPROM memory.

When the project started, there was no VME-based Ethernet
interface corranercially available, so a development was undertaken
to adapta general Ethernet card, the Interlan NM.10, to the VME
environment.
Since Ethernet cards are now available for VME
Standard, one of these has been chosen and installed: the LRT
Filtabyte 25.0 card.
It is essentially based on the "Amd 7990
Local Area Network Controller for IEEE 802 . 3/Ethernet" (LANC~)
developed by Advanced Micro Device Ltd. (MID), Our work in the
Frigate Project was concerned with the software modifications and
rewriting consequent of the replacement of the Interlan NM.lO
hoard by the LR'l' board.

Additionally to these cards, a Direct Memory Access (DMA)
carn
is used to accelerate the processing of the ŒRNET
interface. An additional input/output allows the connection of a
prinler in parallel wjth the system terminal.
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'rhe rnodular hardware structure of Frigate allows an easy
change of any of the two interfaces and its replacement by
another interface. This modularity is also respected in the
software design .

8.1 . l

The Local Area Network Contro l ler for Ethernet (LANCE)

This section is an overview of the features of the LANCE
chip which is the main component of the LRT Filtabyte board
[LANCE]. The study of the LRT board is of smaller interest
be c ause it only provides interfacing between LANCE signalling and
VME standard, and encoding and decoding of the serial bit stream
to/from the transceiver [ LRT].
The figure 8 . 2 is a detailed
architecture scherne of the hardware Ethernet interface.
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- --- ----- ---- - Figure 8.2: Architecture of the hardware Ethernet interface
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The LANCE, along with the transceiver, provides all the
802.3 MAC Subalyer functions.
The Ethernet CSMA/CD network
access algorithm is implemented completely within the LANCE . Its
main distinctive characteristics are the following [LANCE):
Ethernet and IEEE 802.3 compatible;
Easily
interfaced to 8086, 68000, zaooo
and
microprocessors;
Onboard Direct Memory Access and buffer management;
24-bits wide addressing;
network and packet error reporting;
diagnostic routines.

8.1.1 . l

LSI-ll

LANCE to M6BOOO Processor conununication

The LANCE and the processor communicate one with each
in the following cases:

other

for the LANCE chip initialization;
when the processor asks the LANCE to send a frame;
to know the result of the transmission;
when the LANCE informs the processor of a frame arrival.

This communication is done in two ways: the LANCE may write
onto or read specific memory fields, and it has four internal
registers that the processor may read or write. The figure B.3
shows the four 16-bits Control and Status Registers (CSR)
resident within the chip.
The CSRO contains status
bits
indicating errors such as: the frame to transmit is too long; a
frame has been missed due to buffer shortage; a memory error has
occur on accessing the memory, etc. It also contains non-error
status indications: a frame has been received, the
frame
transmission is finished, etc.
The CSRl and CSR2 contain the address of the Initialisation
Block.
This block is a memory field fulfilled by the processor
before starting up the LANCE and defining the chip · s operating
paramelers
(for
example,
promiscuous
mode,
disable the
lransmitter, perform internal loopback diagnostic test, ... )
The CSR3 contains status bits allowing the redefinition of bus
interface mode (for example, "byte swapping" to swap the most and
least significant byte of a word).

The Initialization Block contains, additionally to the
operating
paramelers,
the
addresses
and lengths of two
descriptors rings, one for transmission and the second for
rer.eption.
Each descriptor contains a pointer to a data memory
buffer which is used to contai n a frame. The buffer management
is fully explained in the fol l owing section.
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LANCE ch ip
CSR Oj

status t,i ts

CSR 1 j i niti ali sa tion bl oc!--. add1ess

CSR2

j ini t1alisauon block address

CSR3 I

bus interface l'IOdt bits

Fi9ure 8 . 3: The Control and status Registers of the LANCE

When the LANCE "has something to say to the processor", it
modifies its internal CSR registers and/or some descriptors and,
then, interrupts t he processor. This latter may check the CSRs
and the descriptors to "be informed of what did happen".
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8 . 1.1.2

The LANCE memory management

In the LANCE, the buffer management is accomplished through
message descriptors organized in ring structures in memory (see
fig u re 8 . 4). There are two rings allocated for the LANCE: the
Re ceive Ring and the Transmit Ring. The LANCE is capable of
p o lling eac h ring for buffers to either empty or fill with frames
to or from the channel. The LANCE is also capable of entering
status information in the des c riptor entry.

A

descriptor is composed of

the data buffer address and length;
the length of the data contained in the buffer (in reception
des c rip t ors only);
s t a l us bits;
on e ownership bit which indicates who , from the processor or
the LANCE, presently ~ the descriptor and its buffer .
Each device can only relinquish ownership of the descriptor
entry to the other device. It can never take ownership, and
each device cannot change the state of any field in an entry
aft er it has relinquished ownership .

8 . 1 . 1.3

The LANCE operation

Th e M6 8000 processor initiali zes and starts the LANCE by
settjn g some bits in the CSRs . The LANCE access to the first
trans mi t d e scriptor. If it does not own this descriptor, nothing
h a ppens.
When the processor gives this descriptor ownership, it
me an s that then=i is in the first data buffer a frame to send .
The LAN CE transmits this frame onto the medium and set some bits
in t he descriplor to indicate the success or the failure of the
t r ansmission.
It then gives the ownership of the descriptor to
t he process o r and in t errupts it . The processor may check the
t ransmis sion result, while the LANCE automatically access to the
f o llowing d e scrip t or.

Be r. a u se each ring may have up to 128 descriptors,
it is
p n s s ible to queue up to 128 frames awaiting their sending by the
LAN CE. This scheme has proved to be very powerful.

On reception , the operation is identical, except that the
LANCE ne ed s the ownership of a t least one descriptor for being
abl P. t o s tore in t he data buffer the next incoming frame .
It
t h en s t o r es in the descriptor the length of the frame, status and
ownership bits, and then interrupts the processor. If the LANCE
does not own the next descriptor entry when a frame arrives, it
in t errupt s the processor to tell it that a frame have been missed
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Figure 8.4 : The LANCE memory management [LANCE]
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because it does not own any receive buffer.
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8.2

The real-time multitasking operating system RMS68K

RMS68K is the operating system developed by Motorola for its
H68000
family
of
processors.
This is a real-time and
multitasking kernel around which real-time applications can be
built.
A
task is a set of instructions being executed
concurrently with another set of instructions. This mechanism is
called the concurrent processing: the operating system can delay
the complet.ion of one task in order that another operation can be
started, continued or r.ompleted .

8.2.l

RMS68K functions

R.MS68K is composed of a task controller, an inter-task
c o mm u ni c ation facility , an opt iona l memory management facility
and an initialization facility.
These facilities allow RMS68K to
provide the following functions [RMS68K]:
receive all hardware and software interrupts and redirect
them to the appropriate task ;
actas a dispatcher of tasks competing for use of the
microprocessor unit;
provide inter-task communication and synchronisation;
manage and allocate memory;
provide a system initialization capability;
provide protection of the user environment;
provide diagnostic feedback during error condition .

8 . 2.2

RMS68K structure

RMS6BK is structured in six levels, with each
performing a particular range of functions [RMS68K]:

level

level O: process
management
functions,
including
task
dispatching,
primitive
synchronisation,
exception
handling and interrupt dispatching.
level l: physical memory management functions.
level 2: utility functions.
level 3: task address space and memory management functions.
level 4: task
creation,
functions.

deletion
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level 5 (optional): physical input/ouput functions.

The functions provided by levels 3, 4 and 5 are directly
available to user tasks.
The other levels provide support to
level 3, 4 and 5. User tasks can request RMS68K to perform a
function by using executive directives. An executive directive
contains all of the information needed by RMS68K to perform the
desired function.

written
language .
RMS68K
is
in
M68000
assembly
Unfortunately, no interface or preprocessor has been designed to
allow tasks written in the C-language to use RMS68K directives
directly form the source code. They are called only by assembler
instructions.
This
is
a
non-negligible
programrning
inconvenience .

8.2.3

Task structure

A task is the basic processing unit in RMS68K .
It can be
described as , a program performing a functional unit of work and
its associated data areas. As illustrated in the figure 8.5, a
task is made of many components.

The Task control Block (TCB) contains information about the
which a l lows RMSE>8K to maintain control of the task · s
exP.r.ution, account for resources allocated to the task, and
ensllre task protection. Task control is accomplished by RMSE>BK
mo ving the task through various task states. A ready state task
is dispatched into execution depending on its task priority and
following an optional time-slicing principle.
la$l<:

The Asynchronous Service Queue (ASQ) is a circular FIFO
queue which contains events to be processed by the task. An
even t is a way of communication between tasks or between RMSE>BK
and a task. The general structure of an event is illustrated in
figure 8 . 6 . The two first bytes are always the length and the
code o f the event, whereas the format of the event content
depends upon the event code. The code indicates the nature of
the event. Sorne codes are defined by RMSE>8K (system events) and
allow communication between RMS6BK and the tasks .
Other codes
are reserved for user created events (user events) and allow a
task-to-task communication.

The Program Code Segment of a task contains instructions
used during execution. The main code is the basic element of a
prograrn code and is executed when the task is started.
one or
more Asynchronous Service Routines (ASR) are the event servicing
code. An ASR is a routine which is executed on reception of an
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Figure 8 . 5 : A user task under RMS68K
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starting address for the ASR, thereby effectively creating
several ASRs.
An ASR can run simultaneously with the task, at
the same software priority as that task, and only one ASR per
task can ever be active. The reason for activation of the ASR is
held in the event-code field (see figure 8.6). When an event is
stored on the ASQ, the appropriate ASR is started and it executes
concurrently with the task which generated the event.

A task may be "associated" with an external peripheral.
In
this
case,
the
hardware interruptions generated by this
periphera.l are redirected to the task by the operating sytem.
The Interrrupt service Routine (ISR) is the code activated as the
result of an external interrupt. The ISR is the highest priority
c ode of the task and its activation suspends the main code and
any ASH exe c ution. The ISR mechanism is very useful in creating
I/0 device drivers, such as the Ethernet driver of the Frigate
Goftware .

8 . 2.4

The Server task

The server notion allows the creation of user-defined
directives and their use exactly in the same way as the RMS68K
dire c tives. A server task is able to receive and process
requests from any other task in the system . These requests take
the form of user-defined events and the server is in fact the ASR
of the task declared as server. The distinctive characteristic
of a server ASR is that its execution suspends the code of the
c~lling task, i.e. the task which generated the server event. A
normal ASR executes concurrently with other tasks .
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8.3

The CWEB documentation utility

CWER is a system of structured documentation for use with
the C-language [CWEB].
Its phylosophy is that an experienced
programmer needs to things: a language for formatting and a
language
for
programming.
CWEB
allows
to
interleave
documentation and program in a single source file .
The CWEB
utility program is then applied to this file and produces two
things:
AC-file to be submitted to the c-compiler,
A

formatted documentation file .

CWEB is based on the principle that a software program is
made up of many interconnected pieces, called modules. These
modules are organized in a "top-down" architecture, each module
bcing defined by a set of lower-level modules , except these of
the lowest level. Each CWEB module has two parts:
documentation part, containing explanatory material
what is going on into the module;
Ac-part, containing a piece of program.
A

about

In summary, the main features of CWEB are:
Production of separated files for program and documentation;
Ens uring th a l any diagnos t ics given at compile-time refers
t o t he line numbers in the original CWEB file;
Naming of modules of code;
Incremental updating of modules;
Numbering and cross-referencing of modules;
Indexing of variables with respect of modules;
Use of simple or sophisticated document formatting tools .

Whereas its module structure , CWEB still allows the use of
all
the
C-language
features,
such as header files (for
declarations), and routines. CWEB also checks for the definition
of all the modules and for any recursive module definition. The
advantages of CWEB are the following:
The c-code structure is identical to the logical structure
of the program;
Lowest error risk in programming and implementation stages;
Increased maintainability due to modularity;
Negligible
overhead in programming time for a
sound
investment in documentation.
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8.4

The Frigate Software

This section descri.bes and specifies the Frigate Software
developed on the hardware descri.bed above to provide the AID
service . The tools available to develop this software were ,
additionally
to the RMS68K operating system and the CWEB
documentation utility, a C-language cross compiler, a M68000
assembler ,and a utility allowing automatic compiling, assembling
and linking of user tasks with RMS68K to build a loadable code
file .
All these tools run on a Digital Equipment Corp. VAX 7800
under Unix 4.2 ~SD. At the beginning of the Frigate Project
implementation, some parts of the software have been written in
Pascal or Assembler language because the C-language tools were
not yet available . They are now being rewritten in C-language.

Our work in this project was the designing and
of a new Ethernet driver for the LANCE chip .

8.4.J

the

writing

Th e Frjgate Software arch i tecture

Figu r e 8.7 illustrates the tasks of the AID service.
a1P. t a s ks for the RMS&BK operating system .

Theses

The Dispatcher Task (DT) controls the operation of the two
drivers and manages the overall bridging functions . Its main
functions are:
buffer allocation for CERNET input;
buffer deallocation;
BISE table maintenance;
header manipulations as defined in 7.3.4;
CERNET Datagram Layer functions;
transit of packets between the two connected networks .

The Ethernet Task (ET) is the basic driver for the Ethernet.
Its main functions are:
buffer allocation for frames received from Ethernet ;
LRT interrupt handling.
BISE table updating;
destination identification;
input frame filtering.

-
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Figure 8.7: The Frigate Software architecture

It should be noted that the functions of BISE table updating,
destination identification and packet filtering do not logically
belong to this task . They are, however , carried out here to
optimize the overall performance of the service. This is the
case since a large proportion of received frames (90%) does not
need to be forwarded and can therefore be rejected directly by
the Ethernet Task, thereby avoid i ng unec essary task activations .

The CERNET Protocol Task (CP ) is t h e CERNET driver. It deals
with :
datagrams input ;
datagrams output;
CERNET interrupt handli ng .

The Operator Communicat i on Task (OCT) manages the terminal
connected to the Frigate Box and waits from inputs on this
terminal. These inputs are processed to request actions by other
tasks in the system. This task also performs some statistics on
the overall software performance.

-
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The Test Ethernet Task (TET) performs testing function of
the Ethernet driver. lt allows to run the ET task independently
of the Dispatcher Task. Running ET in this testing mode is very
useful for hardware interface and medium checking.

These two last tasks are mainly used for development
purposes but are also included in running release of the Frigate
Software.

8.4.2

Inter-task communication

As explained above, the mechanism
inter-task communication is the event.
u s er ~vents. A task communicates with
i t s Asynchronous Service Queue (ASQ) a
process user events, two communicating
format of the user-defined event-block

provided by RMS68K for
The programmer may define
another task in putting on
user event. To be able to
tasks have to know the
that they exchange .

Be t ween the Frigate · s tasks, a user event is defined. It is
called the Data-Received Event-Block because its main use is for
packet transfer between tasks.
This event is used for the
communication between all the tasks except for the communication
D'f- >ET and TET->ET . This is due to the fact that ET is a server
task.
A request to a server task takes the form of a system
event.
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8.4.3

The Ethernet Task (ET)

The Ethernet Task is the task that we have fully rewritten
to adapt it to the LANCE mode of operation. ET dialogs with [YI'
or TET . This dialog is exclusive because ET communicates or with
DT (in production mode), or with TET (in testing mode).

8.4.3.l

The ET interface

The ET interface has two sides. The first side is the
interface in the sense ET->other task and the second is the
opposite. In the sense ET->other task, the interface is defined
by the Data-Received Event-Block. When ET receives a frame from
the Ethernet segment, it builds a Data-Received Event-Block and
queues this block on the ASQ of DT or TET. In the opposite
sense, E'l' is acti vated via some commands, which are identified by
command numbers. The commands performed by ET are the following:
l.

Report and Reset statistics:
These statistics can be displayed at
provide
some
information about the
interface and the Ethernet Task:
number
number
number
number
number
number
number
number
etc.

of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of

the terminal and
Ethernet physical

frames received,
frames sent,
frames missed due to buffer shortage,
multicast frames,
Frame Check Sequence errors,
late collisions,
"local" frames,
"remote" frames,

2.

Report collision delay time: This delay time is valuable
only when a frame transmission has failed due to collision
It is the mean time between the
after 16 attempts.
beginning of the transmission and the collision detection .
failure on the Cable
This is useful to detect a physical
(Time Domain Reflectometry),

3.

send
Data:
--

This is the main command of ET. It is used to ask ET to send
a frame on the Ethernet segment. When the transmission is
finished, ET gives back to the cal l ing task the status of
the operation.

4.

Reset:
This command allows the reinitialization of the LANCE
without having to restart the full Frigate Software.
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s.

Release Buffer:
When ET receives a frame, it allocates a buffer to store it.
When this frame is to be forwarded, this buffer is given to
DT (or TET) for further processing. When this processing is
complete, ET receives the command "Release Buffer" which
allows it to free this buffer and tore-use it for another
frame.

6.

set Header Length::
The ET task performs buffering of incoming frames in a way
that will allow DT and, later, CP, not to have to copy or
shift the data part of the frame from one place to another.
The same memory buffer is used for a frame passing from ET
to CP and some place is let free at the beginning of this
buffer as illustrated in the figure 8.8. This free place
will be used by DT and CP for putting there the LLCl header,
the ISO 8473 Internet Header and the CERNET header.

CERNET
header

IS08473 Internet

header

w•%
•

Ethernet

LLC1

Header

Header

Ethernet data

•
Header Length
Figure 8.8: The set Header Length conanand

The Set Header Length command is used only at the
initialization of the Frigate software for that ET knows the
place to leave free at the beginning of the buffers.
This
is needed for efficient header manipulation.
7.

set task to wake:
This command allows the switching between production and
testing modes. It may be used from the terminal via OCT and
TET. In testing mode, ET exclusively dialogs with TET,
whereas it communicates with DT in production mode.
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8.4.3.2

The ET architecture

The Ethernet Task software has two parts, the main part
being written in c-language and the second part in the M68000
assembler language. The assembler part contains some assembler
routines which are necessary for two main reasons:
The RMS68K directives may not be called directly from the
c-language. These routines are thus interfacing between the
c-code and the RMS68K operating system.
-

The c-routines may not be used as entry-points for Interrupt
Service Routine (ISR) or Asynchronous service Routine (ASR)
because of incompatible stack manipulations automatically
generated by the c-compiler.

Figure 8.9 shows the components of the C-part of the ET
task.
The
initialization
part
performs
the
software
initialization of the task and the hardware initialization of the
LANCE chip.
The command handling part is activated at each
occurrence of a command to perform the desired action.
The
interrupt
handling part is activated each time the LANCE
generates a hardware interruption.
The LANCE generates an
interruption on frame input (receiver interrupt) or on frame
output (transmission interrupt). the interrupt handler performs
the interrupt recognition and takes the appropriate action.

Command

lnterrupt

Handl ing

Handl ing

Part

Part

Initial ization
Part

BISE table
Access Routines

LANCE Management
Routines

Buffer Management
Routines

Figure 8.9: The ET architecture
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Chapter 9

EVALUATION

This chapter tries to evaluate t h e Frigate Project and our
work in this project. The reasons of t h e hardware change leading
t o the rewriting of the Ethernet Tas k are explained.
Sorne
shortcomings of the LANCE and of the Ethernet Protocol are
emphasized and a discussion of the s o ftware tools ends this
chapter.

9.1

The hardware Ethernet interface reo lacement

At the beginning of the Frigate Project, the Interlan NMJ.O
board was used as Ethernet interface . Its replacement by the LRT
board was decided in June 1985 for the following reasons:
Interlan no longer provides production
the NMlO boa.1:d .
The NMlO board has no onboard Direc t
which is the case of the LRT board .

and

Memory

maintenance

Access

of

(DMA) ,

The NMlO has no VME interface. Its installation in the
Frigate Box has needed the development at CERN of an NMlOVME interface.
When the NMlO works in promiscuous mode, it automatically
receives the frame it is transmitting . This was a nonnegligible processing overhead .
When the NMlO receives a frame, this frame has to be fully
transferred to the memory, even if no further processing on
it js required .
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9.2

LANCE shortcomings

The LANCE chip and its new Ethernet task has greatly
increased the performance of the AID service. The number of
frames local (not to be forwarded) or remote (to be forwarded)
that the Frigate is able to process has at least doubled.

Whereas the memory buffer management of the LANCE has proved
to be very powerful, a non-negligi.ble shortcoming has appeared:
There is no feature which allows the central processor to know
the current descriptor used by the LANCE, both in the receive
ring and in the transmit ring. This has entailed the following
problem: If two frames are very "close" one to the other, their
arrival will generates only ~ interrupt in the M68000. If this
problems repeats , arriving frames are processed late by the
Ethernet Task, which may cause
troubles
in
higher-layer
protocols .
Once identified, this problem is avoidable by
software, but a hardware pointer to the current descriptor would
make this extra-processing unnecessary.

To solve this problem, we propose, rather than the pointer
to the current descriptor, a register which would contains the
number of received frames not yet processed.
The
LANCE
increments this count register every time a frame is received and
the software causes the hardware to decrement it at each frame
processed. A received interrupt would correspond to a non-zero
counter .
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9.3

Ethernet shortcomings

The Ethernet Protocol allows easy MAC-Sul:>layer bridging.
Manufacturers have developed Ethernet h a rdware interfaces able:
To work in promiscuous mode;
To generate frames with an arbitrary MAC source address;
To generate frames with a Frame Check sequence
computed by t he software and appended to the frame .

(FCS)

These three conditions are mandatory to provide a full
transparent MAC-Sul:>layer bridging service . Presently, the FCS
transportation across CERNET is not imp emented in the Friagte,
whereas the hardware would allow it.

For the Ethernet Protocol, all stations have the same
priority for accessing the medium .
But because the Frigate
station represents a great number of stations, it would be useful
if it has a highest priority for accessing the medium. This has
been realized in the Frigate Software in the following way: When
a collision is detected on the first transmission attempt, an
option of the operating mode of the LANCE allows us to be
informed of this collision. In this case, the LANCE does not
perform the backoff algorithm which de f ines the time to wait
hefore attempting again . This allows the Ethernet Task to force
the LANCE to immediately try again to transmi t. In this way, the
Frigate Box takes a higher priority in the implicit FIFO list
represented by the backoff algorithm .
This procedure violates
the Ethernet Protocol definition but bas proved to cause a nonnegligible increase of the performance .
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9.4

Software tools discussion

From the software tools availahle to develop the Frigate
Software, some of them have shown to be useful and powerful,
whereas others did not.

The CWEB documentation utility is very useful because the
programmer has to think about his program in a modular manner. rt
emphasizes the different functionalities of a source
code
[PINEY86b].

The c cross-compiler was not optimized at all.
The M68000
assembler code generation was redundant in some cases. Sorne
crucial parts of the code have just been "manually" optimized
between compilation and assembling.

The RMS68K version 4.3 was not satisfactory at all.
Tests
performed independently of the Frigate Software have shown that
task-switching was too slow for a correct interrupt servicing .
In the Frigate software, some parts of the RMS68K code have been
"short-circuited" because they were superfluous in the Frigate
task-switching context.
The version 4.4 recently installed has
shown an important performance upgrade.
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CONCLUSION

The network interconnection problem may be solved in many
different
ways.
In
the
absolute, two networks may be
interconnected at any layer. But, as in the ISO Reference Model
for Open System Interconnection, 10-layer interconnection is
close to the hardware and dictated by medium constraints, whereas
high-layer interconnection is close to the application and
dictated by considerations of the application for which the
intercommunication
capability
is used.
Between these two
extremes, the Network Layer is the most "natural" layer for
network interconnection because it is not too much concerned with
physical medium considerations and it is not yet applicationdependent.

We have classified and studied in this work the four
categories of interconnection architectures.
Each of these,
whereas being defined in regards to the layer concerned and the
level (node or host) at which the interconnection is made, is
designed for a specific practical use. The Bridge is used for
the interconnection of many Local Area Networks of the IEEE 802
Project. The Gateway is designed for the interconnection of Wide
Area
Networks
based
on
a packet-switching communication
subnetwork.
The Internetwork Protocol is
undoubtedly
the
technique which may accomodate to the greatest diversity of
networks, but with the drawback of its installation in each
host · s protocols.
The Protocol Translater is fully specific to
the application and the costs involved in its development are
justified only if it greatly increases the number of users able
to intercommunicate. These interconnection techniques are not
exclusive and can be combined in order to create a huge set of
inlerconnected netwnrks .

Each of these techniques could be the subject of a detailed
separate thesis . This thesis would integrate a full theoretical
sludy oî the technique and a certain nurnber of implementations,
eilher in commercial products , either f o r private use.
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The Frigate Project is a typical exarnple of a MAC-Sublayer
bridging service, the routing function of this service being
performed by CERNET. The Frigate implementation has shown the
crucial importance of the hardware Ethernet interface and of the
operating system on the overall performance.
My work in this
project was close to the Ethernet hardware interface and was
constrained by a hardware-dependent inter-task interface. It is
obvious that a well-defined abstract inter-task interface would
have facilitate my integration in the Project and the designing
and writing of the Ethernet Task. But this abstract interface
may not decrease te overall Frigate·s performance, which is a
mandalory condition toits existence.

An improvement of the Frigate AID service can be to provide
a backup capability for each Prigate Box, i.e. to install two
Frigate Boxes on each Ethernet segment . The problems related to
this new capability are relevant to the dialog between the two
r"rigates on the same segment, to avoid double forwarding of
frames .
A master-slave
scheme or a processing partitionning
based on two subsets of the BISE table can be adopted.
This
problem is presently studied at CERN [FRIG-S14] [FRIG-P19]

We think that the internetworking will take a more and more
important place in any telecommunication problem because computer
networks are designed to meet specific needs and
because
communication between users of any community of interest will
become more and more necessary.
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